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ABSTRACT 

 

In the natural world, animals encounter terrestrial environments that range from stiff to 

compliant. Terrestrial locomotion across natural surfaces is highly complex, as animals 

must overcome substrate heterogeneity to maintain locomotor performance essential for 

survival (e.g., catching prey, escaping predators). Within these environments, natural 

substrates such as sand, gravel and cobbles, are known as granular media: a collection of 

discrete particles varying in material properties and behaviors when exposed to forces of 

different magnitude. On a single step, granular media alternates between solid and fluid-

like states with potentially drastic consequences on running performance. Additionally, 

granular substrates at different inclinations are ubiquitous in natural environments, such 

as sand dunes in the desert. At the angle of repose—the maximum angle providing sand 

dunes their typical shape—granular media will fluidize with the slightest stress, rendering 

running at these angles extremely challenging. Unlike locomotion through fluids (e.g., 

swimming and flying), governed by the Navier-Stokes equations, how foot kinematics 

instigate state changes on granular media is still poorly understood, yet it is critically 

important for survival. The goal of my dissertation is to determine how foot use affects 

foot-ground interactions on granular media, with a particular focus on incline locomotion. 

The objectives of my dissertation are threefold: evaluate the effects of granular inclines 

on 1) performance and above-surface limb and foot kinematics, 2) sub-surface foot 

kinematics, and 3) the dynamics of foot-ground interactions using computational 

simulations. To fulfill these objectives, I examined three lizard species: a sand specialist 

(Callisaurus draconoides), a desert generalist (Crotaphytus bicinctores), and a fluid 
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specialist (Basiliscus vittatus), selected because they have similarly shaped feet, so that 

differences detected among performance are due to foot kinematics rather than 

morphology. I ran these lizard species on a level and inclined granular trackway, while 

videorecording them at 500 fps using a high-speed video camera (light video) and a bi-

planar high-speed fluoroscopy system (X-ray video) for the above-surface kinematics and 

the subsurface kinematics, respectively. Running trials were used to quantify running 

speed, basic stride, foot impact, and sub-surface foot kinematics, to implement on 

computational simulations of foot-shaped intruders entering a volume of particles to 

quantify force response at the particle scale. Sand specialists not only outperformed non-

specialists on the incline, but maintained running speed compared to the level despite 

presenting some foot slip. While no significant differences across species were found for 

basic stride and impact kinematics, only sand specialists shifted foot intrusion angle into 

incline granular media to angles close to perpendicular to the substrate. At the subsurface, 

sand specialists maintained a stiffer foot similar to generalists, and intruded their feet 

shallower similar to fluid specialists. However, only sand specialists maintained toe 

spacings close to 6 mm on level and incline, similar to a study on intruder spacings 

showing peak force generation. The ground force response exhibited by the sand 

specialist lizard foot model revealed that by hitting the particles fast (0.7 m/s) and 

shallow, almost perpendicular to the substrate, toe first, with stiff feet, and toe spacings 

close to 6 mm, sand specialists are likely taking advantage of the inertial behavior of the 

particles at the angle of repose. Essentially, by paddling through the substrate’s fluid-like 

behaving surface, sand specialists run significantly faster than fluid specialists and 

generalists. My dissertation demonstrates the significance of surface and subsurface 
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kinematics strategies to understand foot-ground interactions, especially on angled 

yielding substrates, contributing with knowledge to the terradynamics field and 

elucidating significant applications in bioengineering, bioinspiration and robotics.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview and Motivation 

Living organisms, extinct and extant, have developed specific adaptations 

throughout time to different challenges posed by constant changes in the environment and 

habitat they occupy. These changes have allowed them to adapt and diversify, resulting in 

an extraordinary array of organisms with different morphologies and sizes, suited for 

specific or general functions and to occupy a particular niche or a more broad habitat 

range.  

In the 1980s, Steve Arnold set up a morphology-performance-fitness paradigm, 

through which we have come to understand that phenotypic changes in an organism will 

have an ultimate effect on its fitness through ecological measurements of its performance. 

Animal locomotion is a key determinant of survival, reproductive success, and ultimately 

fitness. How an animal moves in its natural habitat, depends mainly on its morphological 

adaptations and behavioral strategies. Changes in morphology will have a direct effect on 

performance, and changes in performance will have a direct effect on fitness1,2; therefore, 

when measuring the effect of particular traits in any measurement of performance, we can 

explore how and why certain phenotypes are selected for within an individual and persist 

across generations.  

1.2 Biomechanics 

The study of biomechanics, focuses on understanding the mechanics of movement 

of a living body, and how elements such as bones, tendons, muscles and ligaments work 

in conjunction to generate motion. The field of comparative biomechanics concerning 
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biological systems and their range of size, structure, ancestry and habitat, inquires about 

various aspects such as biological materials, stuctural mechanics, and all types of 

locomotion, ranging from crawling, walking, running and jumping to swimming and 

flying . Through these studies, we have understood basic principles of locomotion in 

water and land, by evaluating how structural adjustments of an organism’s body plan and 

locomotion maximize performance3,4. 

1.3 Animal Locomotion 

In the natural world, animals encounter a great number of substrates, surfaces, and 

fluid types, with variations in material properties, inclination, and composition5,6.When 

an animal moves across these, there is a constant interaction between the body and the 

environment. For animals that swim and fly, numerous fluid dynamics models have been 

developed to study their functional morphology. By evaluating the direct interaction of 

flexible propulsive appendages, as fins and wings, with the flowing environment, 

researchers have been able to not only develop hydro and aerodynamic models, but also 

inspire the design of aircrafts, marine artifacts, and swimming and flying robots5,7,8. 

1.3.1 Locomotion Across Granular Media in Terrestrial Environements 

Within terrestrial environments, animals can be found moving across a variety of 

surface types that range from stiff to compliant (i.e. solid ground and loose sand). 

Terrestrial locomotion across these is, therefore, highly complex, as animals must 

overcome substrate heterogeneity to maintain locomotor performance, and increase their 

fitness6. Within these, natural substrates such as sand, gravel, mud, cobbles, snow, among 

others, are classified as granular media (hereafter referred to as GM); a collection of 

discrete particles with variation in material properties and behavior9. Thus, understanding 
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locomotion in such dynamic environments is challenging since, unlike swimming and 

flying and their thoroughly understood governing equations (Navier-Stokes equations), a 

unified theory governing the dynamics of GM remains unknown5,10,11. 

1.3.2 Limbs in Terrestrial Locomotion 

Like fins and wings, which act as propulsive appendages in water and air, legs act 

as active motor elements in terrestrial locomotion and are responsible of cyclically 

contacting the ground to move the body forward10. They are composed of distinct 

segments, the stylopod, zeugopod and autopod, which develop and grow autonomously12. 

Although each leg segment has a function and motion control strategy, the distalmost 

elements (feet) are the ones in direct contact with the substrate. Thus, feet, are not only 

responsible for forward propulsion of the body, but also should be more sensitive to 

changes in substrate properties and therefore, responsible for modulating limb dynamics, 

and maintaining stability during locomotion13,14.  

Whereas the stylopod and zeugopod morphologies tend to be consistent across 

tetrapods, autopod morphology and posture are highly variable and diverse15. Moreover, 

feet, are composed of smaller elements, which provide additional flexibility to the 

system, and act as a flexible propulsive mechanical unit16 enhancing thrust production 

more efficiently than a rigid element would do so. Despite the significant importance and 

function of the distalmost elements of limbs (feet) during locomotion, little attention has 

been given to their interaction with the ground.  

1.4 The Desert and Sand Dunes 

The relevance of studying locomotion on GM relies on finding a variety of 

animals moving across these substrates. One of the main habitat types presenting a 
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promising model substrate, sand, to study legged locomotion on dry GM, is the desert10. 

Lizards are one of the many organisms found in the desert that move across sand. 

Interestingly they present highly variable foot morphologies, even though they occupy 

and move across the same type of GM17. Additionally, organisms found in desert 

environments can also find inclined granular media in the form of sand dunes; these 

masses of loose sand that move across the landscape with the wind, which can represent a 

challenge for animal locomotion due to the inherent complex behavior of GM and its 

inclination18. Yet, desert animals move on sand dunes successfully, but the functional 

strategies they use to do so are still unkown.  

The classic biomechanics studies have focused on terrestrial locomotion across 

stiff surfaces, such as treadmills and trackways19, inspiring the general biomechanics 

models for walking and running; the inverted pendulum model, and spring-mass model, 

respectively20–22. For other surfaces types with more variable dynamic properties, such as 

sand or mud, studies are fewer and the models derived from these have limited 

application to terrestrial legged-locomotion over GM5. Furthermore, very few studies 

have focused on foot use on such complex environments10,23, and even fewer on the 

hidden subsurface foot interactions with the GM. 

1.5 Significance 

My dissertation explores a phenomenon fundamental to the survival of a species: 

how animals move effectively through the natural environment. My research is 

significant because it reveals the still uncharacterized dynamic interactions of feet with 

surrounding substrate during locomotion across complex environments such as GM. 

Using lizards as a model system, the present project identifies the surface limb and 
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subsurface foot kinematic strategies, and the foot-ground interactions in terms of particle 

behavior, which enable the effective traversal of diverse, complex terrains. These 

biological results have significant implications for simulation based testing platforms for 

predicting and answering how animals move in terrestrial environments, and the design 

of bio-inspired and bio-mimetic robotic devices, leading to their improved abilities when 

navigating granular environments.        

1.6 Study Subjects 

We selected three lizard species, the zebratailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides), 

the collared lizard (Crotahpytus collaris) and the brown basilisk lizard (Basiliskus 

vittatus). Zebratailed lizards are commonly found moving across sand dunes24; they are 

widely distributed throughout the Southwestern United States25; the individuals we used 

ranged in size from 6 to 10 centimeters in snout-to-vent length (SVL), and weighed 

between 6 to 20 grams. Collared lizards are commonly found moving across rocky 

substrates along hillsides26; they are distributed through Mexico and South-Central 

United States25; the individuals we used ranged in size from 8 to 10 centimeters in SVL, 

and weighed between 25 to 36 grams. Brown basilisk lizards are commonly found 

moving on trees and bushy fields near water, on which they are commonly seen to run 

across for predator evasion27; they are native to Central America and Colombia and were 

introduced into Florida in the United States28; the individuals we used were juveniles that 

ranged in size from  7 to 10 centimenters in SVL and weighed between 25 to 23 grams. 

We categorized the zebratailed lizard as our sand specialist, the collared lizard as our 

generalist and the basilisk lizard as our fluid specialist. These three lizard species share a 

similar foot shape, the typical iguanid foot shape consisting of elongated toes, a parallel 
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arrangement of metatarsals, and the fourth toe being the longest (See Appendix G, Fig. 

28, for pictures of the lizard species; Appendix F, Tables 16-17 for morphometrics of the 

individuals used in the study). 

1.7 Aims 

We used lizards as model organisms to study the role of feet as flexible propulsors 

of the body and their interaction with GM, by running these lizards on a GM bed 

trackway. To understand the foot-ground interactions and how these animals move 

effectively across level and incline granular substrates, the aims of this dissertation were 

threefold as seen below. 

Chapter II:  

A comparison of limb and foot surface kinematics of sand specialist and non-

specialist lizards when running across level and incline GM. 

Chapter III: 

A study on subsurface foot use of sand specialist and non-specialist lizards when 

running across level and incline GM. 

Chapter IV: 

A study on foot-ground interactions in terms of particle behavior in response to 

selected surface and sub-surface kinematics during foot impact of sand specialist and 

non-specialist lizards when running across level and incline GM.  
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CHAPTER 2 

SURFACE KINEMATICS OF RUNNING UP GRANULAR SLOPES 

2.1 Abstract  

In the natural world, animals encounter terrestrial environments that range from 

stiff to compliant with differences in inclination, and composition (i.e., solid ground, 

loose sand dunes). Terrestrial locomotion across natural surfaces is, therefore, highly 

complex, as animals must overcome substrate heterogeneity to maintain consistent 

locomotor performance essential for survival (e.g., catching prey, escaping predators). 

Within these environments, natural substrates such as sand, gravel, cobbles, among 

others, are known as granular media (GM): a collection of discrete particles that vary in 

material properties and behaviors when subjected to forces of different magnitude. 

Within a single step, GM alternates between solid-like and fluid-like states with 

potentially drastic consequences on running performance. At the angle of repose—the 

maximum angle providing sand dunes their typical shape—GM will fluidize with the 

slightest stress, rendering running at these angles extremely challenging. Unlike 

locomotion through fluids (e.g., swimming and flying), governed by the Navier-Stokes 

equations, how foot kinematics instigate state changes on GM is still poorly understood; 

yet it is critically important for survival. The goal of this chapter is to determine how 

locomotor performance and limb kinematics of non-specialist lizards compared to sand 

specialists are affected when running on incline GM compared to the level. We 

hypothesized that:  1) sand specialists will show less of a performance decrement when 

running on inclined GM, 2) that general stride and impact foot kinematics of sand 

specialists will be significantly different from non-specialists, 3) that non-specialist 
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lizards’ feet will slip more as the media fluidize during each stride, than do specialists, 

and 4) that running performance of fluid specialists will not be as negatively affected as 

generalists’ on the incline. We tested three lizard species: a sand specialist (Callisaurus 

draconoides), a desert generalist (Crotaphytus bicinctores), and a fluid specialist 

(Basiliscus vittatus), selected because they have similarly shaped feet, so that differences 

detected among performance are more likely due to foot kinematics rather than 

morphology. We ran these lizard species on a level and inclined fluidizable bed trackway, 

while videorecording them at 500 fps using a high-speed video camera. Running trials 

were used to quantify running speed, basic stride kinematics, and foot impact kinematics. 

Our results show that sand specialists not only outperform non-specialists on the incline 

GM, but they maintain their running speed compared to the level despite presenting some 

foot slip. Additionally, fluid specialists run the slowest and slip the most. While no 

significant differences across species were found for basic stride and impact kinematics 

on the level and incline—all species are taking shorter and more strides, decreasing their 

foot impact speed and impacting the substrate with their feet more parallel to the 

substrate on the incline, compared to the level—sand specialist lizards only, are shifting 

foot intrusion angle into the GM on the incline to angles almost close to perpendicular to 

the substrate. This could be a key strategy for sand specialists as it may allow them to 

intrude their feet to an optimal depth, which in turn could potentially contribute to the 

solidification of the GM and enhance their running speed, as turtle and animal-inspired 

robot studies have shown.  
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2.2 Introduction 

In terrestrial environments, animals encounter a variety of substrate types that can 

range from stiff to compliant, with significant variations in material properties and 

composition. Within these substrate types, granular medium is a common one, presenting 

increased differences in parameters—such as particle shape, size, density, friction, and 

compaction—and particle behavior29,30. In terrestrial legged locomotion, feet are the limb 

elements in direct contact with the substrate, acting as propulsive motor elements 

cyclically contacting the ground to propel the body forward5,13. The intrinsic complexity 

of physical and mechanical properties of granular media, thus, poses a challenge to the 

study of legged locomotion across them5,6. As animals move across granular media, their 

feet contact the ground, applying intrusion forces into the substrate. These intrusions can 

produce solid and fluid-like state changes on granular media, depending on the 

magnitude of the force applied, which can either be less than, or surpass the yield force of 

the particles.  

An additional challenge in terrestrial legged locomotion commonly encountered 

by animals is inclines. Incline granular media can be commonly found in the desert, for 

example, in the form of sand dunes. Sand dunes show a static solid-like state when the 

particles’ surface remains at a certain angle range. However, when the surface surpasses a 

critical maximum angle, the material changes to a dynamic fluid-like state, a 

phenomenon known as fluidization, as particles avalanche. This critical maximum angle 

is commonly known as the angle of repose31. Animals moving on incline granular media, 

are subject to the challenge of moving against gravity, and also the fluidization of the 

particles when foot intrusions disturb the particle surface beyond the angle of repose. 
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Numerous studies have focused on locomotion across level and incline, but solid, 

non-slip substrates32–34. Moving up inclines have generally shown certain effects on 

lizard locomotion, some of which include decreases in their maximal velocities, with 

decreases in stride length , but increases in stride frequency, compared to the level 

ground32,35. Other studies have shown velocity might not be affected when running on 

inclines, but the kinematic parameters, such as stride frequency, stride length, and duty 

factor are modulated to compensate for gravitational challenges and still maximize 

performance (running speed)24. The only available studies on granular media have 

evaluated the movement of animals such as the sandfish lizard burrowing into sand36,37, 

and the sidewinder rattlesnake moving up sandy slopes18. Results from these studies have 

motivated the development of bio-inspired robotic devices using the resistive force 

theory, inspired by fluid mechanics, which predicts drag and lift forces experienced by 

the partitioned elements of a deforming body independent of each other38.  

Studies on the mechanics by which organisms move on terrestrial flowable media 

have made significant efforts to model the interaction of wheeled/track vehicles with the 

terrain in the terramechanics field, contributing to important advances in off-road 

mobility of vehicles in the past 50 years. In the emerging field of terradynamics, studies 

aiming to understand leg-ground interactions, have evaluated the interaction of flat, rigid, 

rectangular plates, with the granular media intruding into the substrate at low speeds5. 

However, the application of these models to terrestrial legged locomotion is limited 

because the interaction of legs with the granular media is much more complex, mainly 

because legs are flexible elements, and the impact speeds at which these experiments are 
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performed differ significantly with common speeds at which animals run in natural 

environments (i.e. 1.5 ms-1 for basilisks moving on water27,39). 

Lizards represent an excellent model for locomotion studies mainly because they 

are found in a variety of habitat types, are significantly diverse, and present considerable 

variability in foot shape and locomotor behavior. For the purpose of our study we 

selected lizard species with different habitat use, but with similar foot morphology 

commonly known as the asymmetrical iguanid foot shape, consisting of a parallel 

arrangement of metatarsals, elongated foot elements, and the fourth toe being the longest. 

We selected these species in order to elucidate performance differences in these animals 

most likely due to differences in functional strategies, rather than morphology. 

The main goals of this study are to present for the first time basic stride and foot 

impact two-dimensional above-surface kinematics of sand specialists and non-specialists 

on incline granular media; and determine the effects of incline granular media on the 

running performance and above-surface kinematics of sand specialist and non-specialist 

lizards tested on level and inclined granular media. We explore their running speed, stride 

and impact kinematics, to test whether the running performance of fluid specialist lizards 

and generalist are most affected on the incline. If this is, we investigate whether this is 

due to significant differences across sand specialists, fluid specialists and generalists on 

their kinematics strategies. Additionally, we investigate whether foot slip—allegedly 

caused by the avalanching of the particles at the angle of repose—has detrimental effects 

on the running performance of generalists and fluid specialists. 
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2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 Animals 

Three adult zebra-tailed lizards (Crotraphytus collaris), three adult collared 

lizards (Callisaurus draconoides), and four juvenile brown basilisk lizards (Basiliscus 

vittatus) were obtained from commercial breeders for kinematic analyses. Two additional 

adult collared lizards were collected from the Mojave Desert, CA, USA (California 

Scientific Collecting Permit # GW-190390002-19039-001). Zebra-tailed lizards (“sand 

specialists”) are usually found in the desert in open and sparsely vegetated areas, 

preferring dry river washes with ample loose sand, as well as on sand dunes40. Collared 

lizards (“desert generalists”) are also desert lizards, but are typically found on hard-packed 

sand and rocky substrates26,41. Basilisk lizards (“fluid specialist”) are tropical lizards found 

near rivers and can run across water27. All animals were housed individually on a 12h:12h 

high –UVB light-dark cycle at 28-31°C, misted daily and fed cockroaches, crickets, 

mealworms, and waxworms three times a week. All animal housing and experiments 

were performed in accordance with approved Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee (IACUC) protocols from Temple University (ACUP #4545, #4852).  

2.3.2 Experimental Set-Up  

A custom, tiltable fluidizable bed trackway (212.5 x 61 x 61 cm3, Fig. 1A and B) 

filled with poppy seeds to 9.7 cm depth was used to run the lizards on the level and 

incline up to the angle of repose (31°). Lizards' limbs tended to intrude less than about 3 

cm, so this depth ensured that the foot did not interact with the bottom of the trackway and 

that the lizards were not subject to any wall effects from perturbing sand close to any 

barriers. Angle of repose was determined by slowly tilting the trackway until the poppy 
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seeds began to avalanche. Poppy seeds were used as the granular media for three main 

reasons: 1) they are similar in size to natural sand; 2) they are easily fluidized due to their 

low density42; and 3) they have a relatively simple shape, which makes it easier to 

simulate--an important factor for future planned studies related to this topic. Before each 

running trial, the poppy seeds were air fluidized to attain the desired packing fraction 

(loosely packed state 𝜙 = 0.463 using a density of 1.117 g/cm3)42.  

We recorded the lateral view of the running lizards using one high-speed video 

camera (Photron SA-3; 500 fps and 1/1000 s shutter) to obtain two-dimensional 

kinematics of the lizards running across the granular media. Between each running trial, 

lizards rested for about 10 minutes and after each data collection day, lizards rested for 1-

2 days before being tested again. Animals were motivated to run by gently tapping their 

tail or hip. Running trials were considered for analyses if they met three conditions: 

individuals ran continuously through the field of view at approximate constant velocity 

without hitting any walls, there were between two to five full strides in the field of view, 

and all five markers were in view laterally. 

The laboratory ambient temperature was maintained around 30°C during all 

running sessions. Cameras were calibrated with a ruler spanning the width of the field of 

view. The coordinate system was set according to the right-hand rule, with positive x 

pointing in the direction of forward motion (Fig 1A), and positive y point perpendicularly 

away from the locomotor surface. Five high-contrast markers were painted on the body 

and leg of each lizards using correction fluid to facilitate kinematic analyses (Fig. 1C): 

mid-body (MB), hip (H), knee (k), ankle (A), and metatarso-phalangeal joint (MP). 

Calibration images and high-speed videos were digitized using DLTdv6 custom software 
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in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)43. All position data were filtered using a 

fourth order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 60 Hz.  

 

 

Figure 1. Schematics of experimental set-up and landmarks for motion analysis. 

Lizards were run along a tiltable fluidizable bed trackway filled with poppy seeds on the 

(A) level and (B) incline (31°, angle of repose) . (C) Five points were tracked for motion 

analysis: mid-body point (MB), hip (H), knee (K), ankle (A), and metatarso-phalangeal 

joint (MP). 
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2.3.3 Two-Dimensional Kinematics 

We used running speed as a metric for performance. To obtain running speed, we 

calculated the first derivative of an exact spline of the midbody point (MB) position 

through time (Fig. 1C). We also calculated a mean value to represent the performance of 

that entire trial. 

All footfalls were scored by manually recording frame numbers for foot down and 

foot off. Due to fluidization of the poppy seeds before each trial, the substrate surface 

was flat, permitting accurate identification of the moment of foot contact with the 

surface, when no space was visible between the foot and the substrate. However, 

accurately identifying frames for foot off was challenging because the foot intrudes into 

an opaque medium, at which point it is no longer visible. In order to maintain consistency 

in these time metrics, foot off was recorded when the knee started to flex during limb 

protraction, approximately 1-3 frames before the tip of the fourth toe emerged.  

To characterize basic stride kinematics we quantified footfall patterns, stride 

length (SL), stride frequency (SF) and duty factor (DF). Stride length was calculated by 

taking the cumulative distance moved from first to final foot down of each hindlimb, 

divided by the number of strides. Stride frequency was calculated as the total strides 

divided by the time elapsed to complete those strides. Duty factor was calculated by 

dividing the duration of contact time by the duration of each stride for both the left and 

right hindlimbs.  

We characterized impact kinematics with three variables: impact speed, angle of 

attack and angle of intrusion. Greater impact speeds would be expected to correlate with 

greater force production. Impact speed for each trial was calculated as the average of the 
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instantaneous ankle (A; Fig. 1C) velocity at foot down. Angle of attack quantified foot 

position at impact, and was defined as the angle between the line A-MP (Fig. 1C) and the 

substrate surface (Fig 2A) at foot down. A negative angle represented a foot impacting 

the substrate toe-first (digitigrade), whereas a positive angle indicated a heel-first 

intrusion. Angle of intrusion quantified the angle at which the foot moved into the 

medium, was defined as the angle formed by the tangent to the path traced by point A 

(Fig 2B) at the moment of touchdown, and the substrate surface; we then calculated a 

mean for all steps to represent that trial. Angles less than -90° (more negative) indicate 

the foot impacted the substrate while moving caudally, whereas angles greater than -90° 

(less negative) indicate the foot impacted the substrate while moving cranially. Finally, 

we quantified amount of foot slip during its contact with the substrate because we 

hypothesized that greater slipping would negatively impact running performance. We 

defined slip as the caudal displacement of the foot during stance (Fig 2C). We used point 

A as a proxy for the foot because the foot is submerged in the granular media during this 

time and therefore invisible. Values of zero indicated no foot slip, whereas values greater 

than zero indicated the presence of slipping and greater rearward foot displacement. For 

all of these variables, we obtained an average across the two limbs to obtain a single 

value for each running trial. 

All data analyses were conducted with custom code in MATLAB (R2017a, 

MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). 
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Figure 2. Methods used to calculate (A) angle of attack, (B) angle of intrusion, and 

(C) foot slip. (A) Angle of attack; defined as the angle formed by the line between the 

ankle and metatarso-phalangeal points at touchdown, relative to the substrate. Negative 

angles indicate a toe-first impact; positive angles indicate a heel-first impact. (B) Angle 

of intrusion at the moment of foot touchdown. It is defined as the angle formed by the 

tangent to the ankle trajectory and the horizontal. Angles from 0 to -90 are anteriorly 

inclined; angles from -90 to -180 are posteriorly inclined. Inset: detail of the tangent at 

touchdown. (C) Foot slip (Δxslip) was defined as the amount of translation of the ankle 

point in the -x direction following touchdown. This was calculated as the difference 

between the position at touchdown (xtouchdown) and the caudal-most excursion the foot 

achieved during stance (xmin). Refer to Fig. 1 for point label definitions. 
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2.3.4 Statistics 

To control for the effects of running speed on stride length, stride frequency, duty 

factor, and foot slip, we regressed all four variables against running speed. Regressions 

were significant for all four variables (P<0.05), and so we took the residuals for analyses. 

Using these residuals, we used a factorial ANOVA to test for differences across 

treatments (level and incline) and between species (habitat: fluid specialists, generalists, 

sand specialists) on basic stride kinematics (SL, SF, DF), foot slip, running performance 

and impact speed. To test for differences on angle of attack and angle of intrusion across 

treatments and between species independent of running speed, we ran a factorial 

ANCOVA, including running speed in the model as a covariate. Running speed, stride 

length, impact speed and foot slip were normalized for leg length (LL). Normalization by 

snout-vent-length (SVL) and LL yielded same trends and statistical results, so we chose 

to normalize by a factor that seemed most intuitively relevant to performance. All 

statistical analyses were completed using JMP Pro 14.2.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, 

USA). Figures were created using JMP Pro 14.2.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and 

RStudio (Team 2020, PBC, Boston, MA, USA), and edited in Adobe Illustrator (Adobe 

Inc. 2021). 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Gait 

On the level substrate, lizards maintained the typical gait they exhibit in their 

natural habitat; bipedal for fluid specialists, an alternation between bipedal and 

quadrupedal across and within (mixed, Fig. 3) running trials for generalists, and 

quadrupedal for sand specialists (Fig. 3). On the incline, however, whereas fluid 

specialists and generalists showed difficulty when elevating their trunk to adopt a bipedal 

gait, and so they switched to a quadrupedal and mixed gait, sand specialists exhibited not 

only quadrupedal but also a few numbers of mixed and bipedal gaits (Fig. 3). Figure 3 

shows representative runs and frequency distribution of gaits across species for the level 

(N=92, Table 5) and incline (N=90, Table 5) treatments.   

 

2.4.2 Similar Stride Kinematics Adjustments on the Incline with Divergence 

in Performance 

Although all three lizard species ran at similar velocities on the level (Table 1; 

Fig. 4), the sand specialist ran faster than the desert generalist and fluid specialist on the 

incline (Table 1; Fig. 4). Only the sand specialists maintained their average running speed 

on both substrates, whereas generalists and fluid specialists decreased their average 

running speed significantly on the incline (Table 2; Fig. 4). On the incline, all species 

changed their basic stride kinematics similarly, increasing their duty factor and their 

stride frequency, but decreasing their stride length. Sand specialist lizards increased their 
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stride frequency significantly compared to generalists and fluid specialists on the incline 

(Table 2; Fig. 5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Fluid specialists and generalists change gait on the incline. Lateral views of 

representative runs for (A, D) Fluid specialist (Basiliscus vittatus), (B, E) generalist 

(Crotaphytus collaris), and (C, F) sand specialist (Callisaurus draconoides) running on 

(A-C) the level and (D-F) incline treatments. All incline images are rotated such that the 

surface is horizontal in the viewing perspective. Bar plots show the frequency distribution 

of bipedal, quadrupedal and mixed gaits. Fluid specialists ran bipedally on the level, 

whereas on the incline they ran mostly quadrupedally. Generalists ran bipedally and 

quadrupedally on the level, but mostly quadrupedally on the incline. Sand specialists ran 

mostly quadrupedally on both the level and the incline treatments.  
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Figure 4. Sand specialists do not decrease running performance on the incline, 

outperforming fluid specialists and generalists. Sand specialists (orange) show no 

decrement in running speed on the incline compared to the level, whereas fluid specialists 

(blue) and generalists (grey) decrease their running speed significantly on the incline. 

Boxes enclose the lower and upper interquartile range with the line indicating the median. 

Whiskers extend between the data maximum and minimum. Violin plots encasing 

boxplots show the probability distribution of the data. Running speed was normalized by 

leg length (LL). Levels not connected by the same letter indicate statistical significant 

difference (Factorial ANOVA, P<0.0001).    
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Figure 5. All species increase stride frequency and duty factor and decrease stride 

length on the incline. (A) All species increase duty factor, (B) take higher frequency 

strides, and (C) shorter strides on the incline compared to the level. Residuals of each 

dependent variable were calculated from simple linear regressions with running speed. 

Levels not connected by the same letter indicate statistical significant difference 

(Factorial ANOVA, P<0.0001). Boxplots and violin plots are as described in Figure 4.       
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2.4.3 Impact Kinematics Strategies on the Incline are Similar Across Species, 

Except for Angle of Intrusion 

Within each substrate treatment, there was no difference among species for how 

quickly they hit the surface with their foot (i.e., impact speed). However, on the incline, 

all species impacted the substrate at lower average speeds compared to the level (Table 1; 

Fig. 6A).  

On both the level and incline granular media, on average, all species used a 

digitigrade foot posture (angle of attack < 0), hitting the substrate toe first. Only fluid 

specialists significantly changed their angle of attack on the incline, hitting the substrate 

with their hind feet more parallel with the substrate (Table 2; Fig. 6B). Sand specialists 

and generalists did not change angle of attack on the incline compared to the level, hitting 

the substrate toe first on both (Table 2; Fig. 6B). It should be noted that on the level, 

generalists and fluid specialists presented a toe first angle of attack in the majority of 

running trials. In only a few trials they presented a heel-first angle of attack (𝜃! > 0; on 

the level only 3% of total touchdowns, or eleven out of 351 total touchdowns, and on the 

incline only 6% of total touchdowns or 33 out of 561 total touchdowns). Sand specialists 

maintained a toe-first foot posture across all touchdowns for all representative runs on 

both the level and incline granular media (𝜃! < 0).  
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Figure 6. All species change foot impact kinematics on the incline similarly, except 

for angle of intrusion, which changes for fluid and sand specialists only. (A) All 

species decrease impact speed on the incline compared to the level. (B) Only fluid 

specialists decrease angle of attack on the incline, hitting the substrate toe-first but with 

their feet more parallel with the substrate; no differences were detected across species on 

each running treatment. Foot diagrams show a toe first impact (negative angles), a heel 

first impact (positive angles) and a plantigrade impact (≅ 0). (C) Only fluid and sand 

specialists are changing angle of intrusion on the incline, with the sand specialists 
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intruding their feet more perpendicular to the substrate. Foot diagrams show a 

perpendicular intrusion (angles ≅ -90° indicated by dashed line), an anteriorly inclined 

intrusion (>-90°), and a posteriorly inclined intrusion (<-90°). Levels not connected by 

the same letter indicate statistical significant difference (A, Factorial ANOVA, P<0.0001; 

B and C, Factorial ANCOVA P< 0.0001). Boxplots and violin plots are as described in 

Figure 4. 

Angles of intrusion >-90° indicate that the foot and leg impacted the surface 

cranially, producing a component of force that would act against the direction of motion 

(-x) and potentially decelerate the lizard. In contrast, angles of intrusion <-90° indicate 

caudally directed impacts, which would avoid production of deceleratory forces. Whereas 

fluid and sand specialists changed angle of intrusion from a cranial to caudal orientation 

when comparing level to incline running, respectively, desert generalists did not change 

the angle of intrusion, impacting the surface with a cranial orientation on both the level 

and incline (Table 2; Fig. 6C). Sand specialists change in angle of intrusion on the incline 

show a distribution that cluster around -90°, or perpendicular to the substrate.  

Angle of intrusion was not always a determinant of running speed. Among sand 

specialists, angle of intrusion did not affect running speed (Table 3), although preferred 

intrusion angles increased between level and incline surfaces from a cranially directed 

angle to a one that peaked around -90°, respectively (Table 2; Fig. 7). For desert 

generalists, although their mean intrusion angle did not significantly change on the 

incline, more cranially directed angles of intrusion (>-90°) were significantly correlated 

with slower running speeds on the level (Table 3; Fig. 7). Finally, fluid specialists 

impacted the level surface with a tightly distributed set of cranially directed intrusion 

angles (Fig. 7).  These were not significantly correlated with running speed (Table 3; Fig. 
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7). However, on inclines, they exhibited a perplexing relationship of lower running 

speeds at caudally directed intrusion angles (Table 3; Fig. 7). The clear preference for 

intrusion angles of approximately 70° on level surfaces was instead a broad distribution 

of selected intrusion angles on the incline, with a slight preference for higher angled, 

caudally directed impacts. 

2.4.4 Effects of Incline Granular Media on Foot Slip 

We determined the amount the foot slipped in the substrate by calculating the 

rearward translation of the ankle during stance to explore whether running performance 

decrements were affected by foot slip due to particle fluidization at the angle of repose.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Angle of intrusion significantly correlates with running speed for 

generalists on the level and fluid specialists on the incline. Regression plots showing 

relation between angle of intrusion and running speed on the level (open circles) and 

incline (filled circles) for each species (fluid specialist, generalist, and sand specialist). 

The histogram plots show the distribution of angle of intrusion of each species (fluid 
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specialist, generalist, and sand specialist) for the level (open histograms) and incline 

(filled histograms). The significant regressions between angle of intrusion and running 

speed are observed for generalists on the level (P=0.0044) and fluid specialists on the 

incline (P=0.0017) in which more obtuse, caudally directed intrusion angles (beyond -

90°) correlated significantly with lower running speeds. On the incline, only fluid and 

sand specialists are significantly changing the angle of intrusion (indicated by black 

arrows), with the sand specialists clustering more around -90° (indicated by dashed 

lines).  

When exploring the correlation of running speed with foot slip (Table 4, Fig. 8B), 

on the level no significant correlations were found for each species, and the amount of 

slip experienced by the feet during a step was minimal for all species (Fig. 8A). On the 

incline, surprisingly, the desert generalists slipped no more than they did on the level 

surface, yet they ran more slowly, and greater foot slip showed negative effects on running 

speed (Table 4, Fig. 8B). In contrast, both the fluid specialist and sand specialist slipped 

significantly more on the incline, yet sand specialists maintained running speed on the 

incline. The fluid specialist showed the greatest amount of rearward foot translation during 

a step (Table 2; Fig. 8A) and ran the slowest on the incline. However, on the incline, for 

fluid and sand specialists, no significant effects of foot slip were observed on running 

speed (Table 4, Fig. 8B).   
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Figure 8. Sand and fluid specialists show foot slip on the incline, yet this is not 

correlated to higher or lower running speeds. (A) Fluid specialists are slipping the 

most on the incline compared to the level, followed by sand specialists. Residuals were 

calculated from simple linear regressions with running speed. Generalists did not appear 

to slip, despite their lower running speed on the incline. (B) Regression plots show no 

significant relation between running speed and foot slip, except for generalists on the 

incline (P=0.0163), in which greater foot slip distance correlated significantly with lower 

running speeds. Levels not connected by the same letter indicate statistical significant 

difference (Factorial ANOVA, P<0.0001). Boxplots and violin plots are as described in 

Figure 4.      
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2.5 Discussion 

Our study shows a comparison of the effects of incline granular media on the 

performance, basic stride and foot impact kinematics across three species of lizards 

naturally found moving on sandy slopes (zebra-tailed lizard)44, rocky substrates (collared 

lizard)26, trees, ground and water (basilisk lizard)27. Although common effects of inclines 

on locomotion observed across various systems include decreased running performance, 

sand specialist lizards presented the fastest running speeds on an inclined fluidizable 

substrate, running as fast as they do on the level granular substrate. Contrary to what we 

hypothesized, and despite differences in running performance, similar basic stride and 

foot impact kinematic strategies were used by individuals representing the three lizard 

species. Foot slip was observed on fluid and sand specialists, with detrimental 

performance effects on the former, but very little effects on the latter. To our knowledge, 

no other studies have investigated the effects of incline granular media on tetrapod 

locomotion and foot impact kinematics. 

2.5.1 All Three Species Alter Stride Kinematics Similarly, but Sand 

Specialists are the Fastest on the Incline 

Zebra-tailed lizards, our representative sand specialists, have shown remarkable 

running abilities when comparing their running performance on level and inclined sand 

racetracks24, and level solid and granular substrates10. On both level and incline sand 

racetracks, zebra-tailed lizards ran with faster maximal speeds when compared with the 

fringe-toed lizard, by decreasing stride length and increasing stride frequency to 

compensate and maintain high running performance24. When running on level solid and 

granular substrates, similar mean forward speeds, which increased with stride frequency 
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were shown by zebra-tailed lizards10. Similar to these examples, in our study the zebra-

tailed lizard did not show any difference in running speed between the level and incline, 

displaying the fastest running speeds of all three species on the incline granular media. 

However, compensating for decreases in stride length and increases in duty factor by 

increasing stride frequency on the incline was shown by all three lizard species without 

significant differences among them (Fig 4 and 5).  

Running performance is an essential determinant of an animal’s survival, 

reproductive success, and fitness2. Animals moving on inclined granular media, such as 

sand dunes in the desert, are subject to not only moving against gravity, but also the 

fluidization of the substrate at every single step once their feet intrude in it. Studies on 

different systems such as turkeys, guinea fowls, cockroaches, cats, and lizards have 

shown the muscular, kinetic and energetic responses to uphill locomotion on solid 

substrates—which include increases in net mechanical work, energy production, and 

metabolic cost, and adopting a more crouched body posture—and its negative effects on 

running performance23,45–50. Additionally, kinematic adjustments when moving up an 

incline include decreases in stride length and increases in duty factor resulting in 

decreased forward velocity23,51. In our study, running performance of sand specialist 

lizards only was unaffected by incline granular media, despite all subject species showing 

no differences in basic stride kinematic strategies and increasing stride frequency 

similarly on the incline. Similar adjustments of basic stride kinematic strategies have 

been observed in various systems moving up solid slopes including cats47, lizards35,51–53,  

and humans54–56, where it is evidenced that during uphill locomotion there is a general 

trend of decreasing hip height by adopting a more crouched body posture to maintain the 
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center of mass closer to the substrate. This is associated to changes in the placement of 

hindlimbs at touchdown and foot off, which results in shorter strides. Correspondingly, 

higher uphill running speeds are mediated by taking higher frequency strides. Similarly, 

in our study, all three lizard species show a change in body posture on the incline, 

running with their body closer to the substrate compared to the level (Fig 3). 

Nevertheless, the similar stride kinematic adjustments across our lizard species on the 

incline, perhaps suggests that basic stride kinematic strategies alone may not be 

determinant of running performance on incline granular media to help explain how 

running performance of sand specialist lizards is unaffected by incline. 

2.5.2 Fluid Specialists Run Poorly on an Inclined Highly Yielding Substrate 

Water represents an example of a Newtonian fluid, which readily yields to any 

applied force, and presents a linear relationship between shear rate and shear stress. 

Granular media, one example of non-Newtonian fluids, when subject to specific forces, 

can change between solid and fluid-like states57,58. Basilisk lizards, our fluid specialists, 

are distinctive in their ability to run over water using specific kinematic adjustments that 

allow them to generate sufficient lift and thrust forces to avoid sinking27,39. With this in 

mind, we expected that fluid specialist lizards, being successful water runners, would 

perform well on both the level and incline granular media. In our study, fluid specialists 

exhibited very similar running speeds to sand specialists on the level granular media, 

perhaps due to their abilities to run on water. However, on the incline, at the angle of 

repose, fluid specialists decreased their running performance significantly (Fig. 4). 

Basilisk lizards are found in tropical rain forests, commonly perching and moving on 

trees close to bodies of water and sprinting across water when threatened and/or 
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capturing prey. This, and the fact that these lizards do not commonly encounter inclines 

of highly yielding substrates in their natural habitat, perhaps, explain their remarkable 

ability of running as fast as the sand specialist lizards on the level, but significantly 

poorly on the incline.  

2.5.3 Impact Speed is not Determinant for Running Performance on Incline 

Granular Media 

Cursorial animals have evolved specific morphological and functional 

adaptations, such as elongated limb elements and a digitigrade foot posture, in order to 

achieve greater speeds during locomotion. It has been believed that animals that run 

faster, take long strides rapidly, through the fast contraction of their trim musculature59. 

Other studies have stated that, rather than a more rapid repositioning of limbs 

contributing to faster running speeds, it is the application of greater forces into the 

substrate what allows to reach the fastest running speeds60–62.  In our study, foot impact 

speed decreased in the same way across the three lizard species on the incline (Fig. 6A). 

This illustrates how crucial it is to investigate foot-ground interactions for the 

understanding of terrestrial locomotion on heterogeneous terrain. This interaction is 

represented by the forces applied by feet onto the substrate, which could potentially 

instigate solid and fluid-like state changes on the granular substrate5,63,64. This suggests 

that the way in which the lizards’ feet are interacting with the substrate—and not their 

foot impact speed—may be more determinant for the enhanced running performance of 

sand specialists on the incline; something to be explored in future studies.  
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2.5.4 Changes in Angle of Attack and Angle of Intrusion Resemble How 

Basilisk Lizards and Turtles Move on Water and Sand, Respectively 

Despite the similar basic stride kinematic adjustments and impact speed used by 

all three species to modulate running speed on the incline, sand specialist lizards 

outperformed fluid specialists and generalists, running as fast as they all did on the level. 

As a result, we explored foot impact kinematics hoping to elucidate functional 

differences specific to feet that could provide a better understanding of the remarkable 

performance of sand specialists on the incline granular substrate. Foot morphology and 

posture vary across vertebrates, with animals presenting plantigrade, digitigrade, or 

unguligrade feet. These variations are accompanied by modifications of pectoral and 

pelvic girdle bone components, which in turn have effects on the functional 

characteristics that allow animals to locomote in certain ways, and achieve greater or 

lower speeds59. When moving on granular media, foot elements move through the 

substrate during a step at a particular depth, angle and direction, which can change over 

time and therefore produce specific substrate state responses during foot-ground 

interactions5. 

The zebra-tailed lizard has shown shifts in foot posture when running on level 

solid and level granular substrates, from a digitigrade on the former, to a plantigrade on 

the latter. These changes show the ability of these lizards to compensate for changes in 

substrate properties. The digitigrade posture on the level substrate, along with the 

elongated foot elements, represent adaptations that benefit elastic energy savings of about 

40% of the mechanical work required for a footstep. On the level granular substrate, on 

the other hand, it is speculated that the foot is used as a stiff paddle dissipating energy 
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onto the substrate to generate irreversible deformations of the granular substrate10. Sand 

specialists (zebra-tailed lizards) in our study are maintaining a close to parallel foot 

posture (angle of attack, Fig. 6B) with the substrate on both the level and incline granular 

media, similar to what was shown on the aforementioned study. It remains unknown, 

though, whether these animals are using their feet as stiff paddles prompting fluidization 

of the particles to generate force10, or utilizing solidification properties of the granular 

media to generate force42,65, and run extraordinarily fast. While using surface kinematics, 

feet get obscured by the granular substrate during stance phase of each stride, making it 

difficult to visualize foot function in the subsurface with light high-speed video. We 

predict that sand specialists maintain a nearly parallel foot posture with the substrate 

perhaps to increase the surface area of the foot in contact with the substrate particles and 

enhance material solidification to propel the body forward66. Future studies on subsurface 

kinematics using high-speed x-ray video will provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of foot-ground interactions and foot use during terrestrial legged 

locomotion on granular media.  

Our findings show that fluid specialist lizards are the only ones changing foot 

posture on the incline compared to the level (angle of attack, Fig. 6B), from a more 

digitigrade posture on the level, to a more parallel foot posture with the substrate on the 

incline. Basilisk lizards are widely known to exhibit bipedal locomotion when running on 

level ground while adopting a digitigrade foot posture once achieving their maximum 

speeds67. Our fluid specialists (basilisk lizard) are running on the level granular media as 

they do on level solid ground, using a bipedal gait and digitigrade foot posture, and 

running as fast as our sand specialist lizards. On the incline granular media, however, 
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they impact with a foot posture close to parallel with the substrate, similar to what has 

been shown when they run slapping the water surface to generate sufficient lift forces and 

avoid sinking27,39. We believed that at the angle of repose while fluidization of the 

substrate is happening at every single step, these lizards would respond well given their 

abilities to run on a highly yielding substrate. However, it remains unknown why the 

fluid specialists are responding poorly when running on the incline granular media. 

Perhaps the changes in foot posture, angle of intrusion and foot slip exhibited by these 

lizards may be detrimental for their running performance on an already challenging 

substrate type they may not commonly encounter in their natural habitat.  

Another source that has shown to produce specific state responses on the granular 

substrate is the angle of intrusion5,65,66. Angled intrusions on angled granular substrates 

(at the angle of repose) have shown that at impact speeds similar to the ones exhibited by 

our lizard species, areas of shear bands beneath the intruder form a cone of jammed 

particles, which are stable throughout the intrusion66. Hatchling turtles walking on sand 

when transitioning to the water, at touchdown, intrude the flippers into the substrate 

perpendicular to it and propel their body forward without slip65. This is achieved only 

when the net thrust forces produced by the flippers are maintained below the yield force 

of the substrate, and therefore the material resists deformation acting like a solid. Our 

results show that both fluid and sand specialists are changing their angle of intrusion on 

the incline (Fig. 6C) compared to the level granular substrate. Fluid specialists are 

presenting greater angle of intrusion variations on the incline, which correlate with 

decreased running speeds (Fig. 7). We believe that at the angle of repose and angles of 

intrusion greater than 90°, running performance may be compromised due to a 
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combination of shallower foot intrusions into the granular substrate, which instigate 

fluidization of the particles, as a result of lower yield forces of the granular substrate. In 

fact, experiments dragging a rectangular plate through sand to measure yield forces of the 

granular substrate, show that the yield force increases with depth; therefore greater 

intrusion depths increase the yield force, producing a solid-like state of the substrate that 

could act as a anchoring element from which feet can propel the body forward64,65,68. On 

the other hand, sand specialists are shifting angle of intrusion to numbers closer to -90°, 

intruding their feet into the substrate perpendicular to it, similar to hatchling turtles. It 

could be likely that at this angle of intrusion, sand specialists are taking advantage of the 

solidification properties of the substrate to outperform fluid specialists and generalists. 

This, along with foot depth, may be determinant for running performance on incline 

granular media. Obstruction of the feet by the particles limited the estimation of foot 

depth; something to be explored in future subsurface kinematics studies.   

2.5.5 Foot Slip May Be Detrimental for Fluid Specialists but Not for Sand 

Specialists 

A significant form of perturbation in legged locomotion that animals can easily 

encounter in their natural habitat, is when the surface roughness decreases resulting in 

decreased friction between the feet and the substrate. As a consequence, animals are 

unable to maintain limb contact stability, and therefore, slip. Foot slip on incline granular 

media may happen once the angle of repose is disrupted at each touchdown, and the 

particles avalanche. In our study, both fluid and sand specialist lizards slipped on the 

incline granular media (Fig. 8), with fluid specialists slipping the most. One of the few 

studies of sidewinder rattlesnakes moving up sandy slopes show how these animals are 
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able to successfully move up without any slip by achieving an optimal body contact 

length with the substrate, which increases with slope18. Studies on solid low friction 

substrates have shown the specific combination of locomotor strategies—including joint 

angles and running speed—exhibited by humans69 and guinea fowls70 that cause 

imminent failures, but also the ones used to avoid falls. At lower speeds and lower limb 

contact angles relative to the horizontal, guinea fowls fell on low-friction substrates. 

However, higher speeds allowed for more variation of limb contact angles, facilitating 

fall avoidance70. Similarly, in frogs leaping out of water, backwards translation of the feet 

is prevented at higher velocities71.  

To our knowledge, no studies exist about the effects of slipping on granular 

media, if any. It is relevant to note that the available abovementioned studies on low 

friction substrates show surface slip over solid ground. In our study, though, we show 

foot slip within the granular medium during foot intrusion into the particles. Fluid 

specialists run the poorest on the incline, and slip the most, whereas sand specialists run 

the fastest, and yet, slip to a certain extent. As a result, it is still unknown whether foot 

slip within the granular medium may be detrimental and/or beneficial for running 

performance on incline granular media. It is likely that a combination of the extent to 

which fluid specialists are slipping, along with their changes in foot posture and increases 

in angle of intrusion, is resulting in a significant reduction in running performance on the 

incline granular media.  

For the case of our sand specialist lizards, on the other hand, perhaps intruding 

their feet perpendicular to the substrate with a close to parallel foot posture with the 

substrate, allow them to reach an optimal depth and foot-surface contact with the 
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substrate, to generate a solid-like response on the particles, and in turn maintain their 

running performance on the incline. We believe that the combination of these strategies 

with higher running speeds may make them less sensitive to perturbations, and despite 

exhibiting some foot slip, still be unaffected. No studies on legged locomotion over 

incline granular media exist though, which address foot-ground interactions to determine 

aspects of the subsurface—such as foot depth, foot use, and substrate particle response—

representing a crucial topic of foot-ground interactions that deserves to be further 

explored. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Sand specialist lizards maintained running performance on the incline granular 

media, whereas fluid specialists and generalists decreased their running speed 

significantly. Our findings failed to support our hypotheses: 1) that there would be 

significant differences in stride and impact kinematics across the three species on the 

incline granular media; 2) that fluid specialists would maintain running performance on 

an inclined substrate that can yield as a fluid; and 3) that sand specialists would not slip 

on the incline granular media. The similar stride kinematic adjustments across the three 

lizard species, foot impact speed, and angle of attack, do not seem to represent key 

aspects that determine differences in running performance across species on the incline. 

Sand specialists seem to be less sensitive to the avalanching of particles at the angle of 

repose, showing some foot slip, but without negative effects on running performance. 

Angles of intrusion close to 90°, however, appear to be critical when moving on granular 

media, and maintain running performance. The lack of significant differences across 

species in the present study and the implications of angle of intrusion on foot-ground 
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interactions, highlight the importance of future work assessing subsurface foot kinematics 

and particle response to real surface and subsurface kinematics. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SUBSURFACE KINEMATICS OF RUNNING UP GRANULAR SLOPES 

3.1 Abstract 

In terrestrial environments, animals encounter granular substrates with variations 

in material properties and inclination. Feet have been shown to be the most sensitive limb 

elements to changes in substrate properties, displaying posture and resilience adjustments 

on level granular and solid substrates. However, no studies have shown how feet function 

in the subsurface of inclined granular substrates, such as sand dunes, which fluidize with 

every step. Our previous work shows sand specialist lizards consistently run faster than 

both generalist and fluid specialists on incline despite presenting some foot slip. While 

only sand specialists significantly changed foot intrusion angle at impact to angles close 

to perpendicular to the substrate, no significant differences were found on general stride 

and other above surface impact kinematics across species. We hypothesized that at the 

subsurface, foot use will reflect characteristics unique to the yield dynamics of angle of 

repose disruption. We expected deeper foot intrusion on inclines to facilitate foot planting 

where the material has a higher yield stress, as well as toes spaced close to the observed72 

three particle diameter distance. We quantified subsurface kinematics by running a sand 

specialist (Callisaurus draconoides), a fluid specialist (Basiliscus vittatus), and a 

generalist (Crotaphytus collaris) along a level and incline (31°) bed trackway. High 

speed X-ray and light video-recordings were obtained of the lizards at 500 fps (UC-

XROMM Facility), and videos were analyzed in MATLAB and XMALab. Sand 

specialists ran at the same speeds on level and inclines, outperforming generalists and 

fluid specialists, which slowed significantly in comparison to their level runs (P<0.0001). 
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Sand specialists intruded their feet shallower on the level, but on the incline deeper as 

fluid specialists did, and generalists sunk the most into the substrate (P =0.0001). Only 

sand specialists maintained toe spacings (II-III, III-IV) close to 6 mm on the level and 

incline (P=0.0004, P<0.0001), similar to intruder spacings showing peak force 

generation. Finally, close to mid-stance, sand specialists only changed foot flexibility 

from a more hyperextended foot on the level, to a stiffer foot on the incline (P=0.0017). 

These subsurface foot use strategies exhibited by sand specialist lizards on the incline 

may play a significant role in maintaining their running performance. It is likely that 

alterations in force generation between toes and solidification patterns of the granular 

substrate in response to these subsurface kinematics strategies is determinant for 

terrestrial legged locomotion, something to be investigated in future studies.  

3.2 Introduction 

Natural environments present substrate types with variable mechanical behaviors, 

which rely on the properties and physical dynamics of their particles. Newtonian fluids 

like water, tend to present constant viscosity at all shear rates, and a linear relationship 

between shear rate and shear stress. On the contrary, non-Newtonian fluids, exhibit a 

non-linear behavior, in which viscosity (shear stress/shear rate) can increase (shear 

thickening fluids) or decrease (shear-thinning fluids) when increasing shear rate57,58. 

Most natural materials animals encounter are non-Newtonian. Locomotion mechanisms 

in Newtonian fluids are thoroughly understood (Navier-Stokes equation). However, 

locomotion across non-Newtonian fluids, is still not well understood.  

Studies on basilisk lizards (Basiliscus) running on water have shown some of the 

kinematic strategies they use to successfully move across a highly yielding substrate, and 
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avoid sinking. In terms of foot and limb positioning, basilisks show a more crouched limb 

when impacting the water, and their foot posture has been shown to vary depending on 

the lizard’s mass. However, the plantigrade posture is consistent throughout the lizard’s 

mass range, showing either the heel or whole foot striking the water first27,39. 

Furthermore, the mechanical benefit of longer hind legs in lizards has been 

highlighted since decades ago73. However, no study has clearly stated the precise 

morpho-functional contributions of the hind leg and specifically the foot, to locomotion 

over GM. Elongation of distal limb elements provide greater surface area to interact with 

the particles in the GM, and has been generally considered an adaptation for increasing 

running speed, but no study has quantified its benefit in lizard locomotion73.  

A study on the zebratailed lizard10 running on GM showed shifts in foot posture 

compared to the solid ground and demonstrated that this lizards ran as a spring mass 

system over the granular and solid substrates. Morphological measurements from this 

study revealed striking results on the foot length, which comprise 42% of the hind limb 

length, and the longest toe (IV), 63% of the hind foot length. Despite their remarkable 

contribution to the understanding of foot-ground relationship in the field of 

terradynamics, their granular model assumptions are yet to be complemented with more 

studies on the subsurface function of the foot.         

An important property of GM, which contributes to its complex behavior and 

interaction with limbs, is the yield shear stress, defined as the force per unit area at which 

a material permanently deforms. At certain conditions (defined packing fraction, particle 

size etc.), when the force applied goes beyond the yield shear stress, the granular material 

can behave like a fluid; when below, the GM behaves like a solid65,74.  
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Most studies available on subsurface kinematics on GM have focused on 

undulatory swimming on fossorial lizards and burrowing fish36,75, which lack the use of 

limbs. Some other studies on the use of appendages in sand and solid locomotion of 

turtles have shown they achieve similar maximal speeds on both surfaces using 

solidification properties of sand42,65. No studies have focused on the use of feet on 

locomotion over GM.  

In the third chapter of this dissertation, we used the same focal species as for 

Chapter 2. Our main goal was to present, for the first time, the subsurfce foot use as a 

determinant factor for effective locomotion on GM of sand specialist lizards compared to 

non-specialist lizards on level and incline GM. We explored subsurface foot use to test 

whether the way in which sand specialist lizards use their feet when interacting with the 

particles surrounding them during a step is significantly different from non-specialists, 

and if it is, whether these differences contribute to the remarkable locomotor performance 

these lizards exhibited in Chapter 2, maintaining their running speed on the incline.  

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Animals 

Five adult zebra-tailed lizards (Crotraphytus collaris), and two adult collared 

lizards (Callisaurus draconoides), were collected from the Mojave Desert CA, USA 

(California Scientific Collecting Permit # GW-190390002-19039-001); and four juvenile 

brown basilisk lizards (Basiliscus vittatus) were obtained from commercial breeders for 

kinematic analyses. All three species were categorized as sand specialists, generalists and 

fluid specialists, respectively, as described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.1). All animals were 

housed individually on a 12h:12h high –UVB light-dark cycle at 28-31°C, misted daily 
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and fed crickets, mealworms, and waxworms three times a week. All animal housing and 

experiments were performed in accordance with approved Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee (IACUC) protocols from The University of Chicago (ACUP #72565).  

3.3.2 Experimental Set-Up 

A custom bed trackway was constructed at the University of Chicago (152.4 x 

30.5 x 45.2 cm3, Figure 9A and B) and filled with dry poppy seeds ~2 mm in diameter to 

~4 cm depth to run the lizards on the level and incline up to the angle of repose (31°). 

Angle of repose was determined by slowly tilting the trackway until the poppy seeds 

began to avalanche. Poppy seeds were used as the granular media for four main reasons: 

1) they are similar in size and qualitative behavior to natural dry sand76; 2) they are easily 

fluidized due to their low density42; 3) they are less radiopaque than sand, which 

facilitates the visualization of objects moving through the particles using x-ray 

imaging/video; and 4) they have a relatively simple shape, which makes it easier to 

simulate (Chapter 4). Before each running trial, the poppy seeds were shaken and 

homogeneized maintaining a constant volume height of poppy seeds to attain the desired 

packing fraction (loosely packed state 𝜙 = 0.47 using a density of 1.10 g/cm3)42.  

 Data collection took place in the UC-XROMM Facility located at the University 

of Chicago Animal Research Facility, in collaboration with The Ross Lab. The trackway 

was placed at the intersection of two X-ray beams so that we could obtain synchronized 

high resolution/high-speed light and biplanar x-ray video recordings of the lizard’s feet 

when running on the GM, and visualize subsurface foot-ground interactions (see Table 6 

for high-speed X-ray video-recording parameters). An additional synchronized high-

speed camera was used to record light video of the lateral view of the lizards running 
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across the trackway (500 fps and 1/1000 s shutter). Animals were motivated to run by 

gently tapping their tail or hip. The focal region of intersection of the two X-ray beams 

allowed us to videorecord between one to three steps for the level treatment, and between 

one to two steps for the incline. Between one to three complete strides were recorded 

with the light video. 

The focal trackway temperature was maintained around 30°C during all running 

sessions using a heat lamp. Nine radiopaque steel bead markers (single bead: diameter = 

1.518 mm, 0.017 g; total marker weight: 0.3 g) were glued to the left and right foot of 

each lizard using standard nail glue (Fig 9C): right knee (RK), right ankle (RA), right 

offset (RO), right toe 5 tip (R5), right base toe 4 (RB4), right mid-toe 4 (RM4), right toe 

4 tip (R4), right tow 3 tip (R3), right toe 2 tip (R2), left knee (LK), left ankle (LA), left 

offset (LO), left toe 5 tip (L5), left base toe 4 (LB4), left mid-toe 4 (LM4), left toe 4 tip 

(L4), left tow 3 tip (L3), left toe 2 tip (L2). X-ray calibration images and high-speed 

videos were digitized using XMALab77. Light calibration images and high-speed videos 

were digitized using DLTdv6 custom software in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, 
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USA)43. All position data were filtered using a fourth order low-pass Butterworth filter 

with a cut-off frequency of 70 Hz. 
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Figure 9. Schematics of experimental set-up and landmarks for biplanar 

fluoroscopy motion analysis. Lizards were run along a bed trackway filled with poppy 

seeds on the (A) level and (B) incline (31°, angle of repose) . (C) Nine points were 

tracked for motion analysis on each leg: right knee (RK), right ankle (RA), right offset 

(RO), right toe 5 tip (R5), right base toe 4 (RB4), right mid-toe 4 (RM4), right toe 4 tip 

(R4), right tow 3 tip (R3), right toe 2 tip (R2), left knee (LK), left ankle (LA), left offset 

(LO), left toe 5 tip (L5), left base toe 4 (LB4), left mid-toe 4 (LM4), left toe 4 tip (L4), 

left tow 3 tip (L3), left toe 2 tip (L2). (D) Screenshot of a high-speed X-ray video of a 

sand specialist lizard running on the incline. Right view shows tracked points in green . 

 

3.3.3 Three-Dimensional Kinematics 

We used running speed as a metric for performance. To obtain running speed, we 

calculated the first derivative of an exact spline of the body point position through time 

digitized on the light video. We also calculated a mean value to represent the 
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performance of that entire trial. We calculated stride frequency (SF) and duty factor (DF) 

(see Methods section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2) as general stride kinematic strategies to compare 

them with the data obtained at Temple University for Chapter 2. The size of the field of 

view obtained for each lizard’s feet running in the XROMM system allowed us to obtain 

a maximum of three steps for the level and two steps for the incline treatments. As a 

result, quantifying stride length for these data was not possible. However, since the rest 

of general stride kinematic and performance variables (SF, DF, and running speed) are 

consistent and similar across both datasets, we assumed this is also de case for stride 

length.  

All footfalls were scored by manually recording frame numbers on the light video 

for foot down and foot off. Due to fluidization of the poppy seeds before each trial, the 

substrate surface was flat, permitting accurate identification of the moment of foot 

contact with the surface, when no space was visible between the foot and the substrate. 

However, accurately identifying frames for foot off was challenging because the foot 

intrudes into an opaque medium, at which point it is no longer visible. In order to 

maintain consistency in these time metrics, foot off was recorded when the knee started 

to flex during limb protraction, approximately 1-3 frames before the tip of the fourth toe 

emerged.  

Due to the system’s calibration techniques, all data obtained each day were 

oriented differently across planes. As a result and for comparison purposes with the 

surface kinematics data obtained at Temple University (Chapter 1), we had to perform 

specific transformations of the 3D position data into a global calibration framework. In 

order to do this, we used the footfalls recorded to create an estimate for the plane where 
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z=0. Using the landmark points of the foot, we noted which point came into contact with 

the ground first, and concatenated the three dimensional coordinates for each step of each 

leg and each trial together and subtracted the centroid from these points. Using this cloud 

of points correlating to a plane spanning across x and y, where z=0, we used singular 

value decomposition (SVD) to find the vector normal to our plane. The SVD of a matrix 

𝐴	 ∈ ℝ"	$	"  produces the following decomposition: 

𝐴 = 𝑈𝑆𝑉%, 

Where 𝑈	ℝ"	$	" and 𝑉	ℝ&	$	& are orthogonal matrices, and  𝑆	 ∈ ℝ"	$	& is a 

diagonal matrix containing the singular values σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · , ≥ σr ≥ 0, r = min(m, n).  

When assigning planes, a good fit is known when the last singular value σr approaches 

zero. We saved this value as a measure for goodness of fit for all of our planes.  The 

normal of our plane can be found in the final column of the V matrix.  We then used this 

vector to translate our data using 𝑍' = 𝑍 − ( (⋅*
((,)

). 

To begin the rotation of this data, we needed to find the angle between our SVD 

derived plane relative to the horizontal or xy-plane (θ) and the axis of rotation u = (ux, uy, 

uz).  In order to do this, we needed a unitized axis of rotation (u) relative to the xy-plane 

[0,0,1] calculated as: 

𝑘 = [0,0,1]; 

𝑚 =
𝑉	 × 𝑘
|𝑉|  

𝒖 =
𝑚
|𝑚| 
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And the angle between the planes (θ) calculated as: 

𝜃 = 	𝜋 − arctan	(C
𝑘	 × 𝑉
𝑘	 ⋅ 𝑉 C) 

Using the axis of rotation u and angle θ, we then multiply the following rotation 

matrix R to our data: 

 

𝑅 = #
𝑐𝑜𝑠θ + 𝑢!"(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) 𝑢!𝑢#(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) − 𝑢$𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑢!𝑢$(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) + 𝑢#𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝑢#𝑢!(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) + 𝑢$𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠θ + 𝑢#"(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) 𝑢#𝑢!(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) − 𝑢$𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝑢$𝑢!(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) − 𝑢#𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑢$𝑢#(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) + 𝑢!𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠θ + 𝑢$"(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

1 

 

To characterize subsurface foot use, we used the footfall patterns synchronized 

with the X-ray video and the three-dimensional coordinates from the X-ray video to 

quantify toe spread, foot depth, and foot hyperextension during stance phase of each step 

per trial. Toe spacing quantified the distance between toes during stance phase calculated 

as the average three dimensional distance between toes II-III, and III-IV, using the toe tip 

landmark points for each leg (L2-L3, R2-R3, L3-L4, and R3-R4; Fig. 9C). Toe depth was 

used as a proxy for overall foot depth, and quantified the maximum intrusion depth of the 

foot during stance phase calculated as an average between the left and right legs of the 

maximum distance in z between the point on the tip of toe IV (L4, R4; Fig. 9C) and the 

substrate’s surface. Foot bending angle quantified foot hyperextension/flexion during 

stance phase calculated as the three dimensional angle formed by the segment between 

the ankle and base of toe IV, and the segment between the base of toe IV and the tip of 

toe IV for both legs (LA-LB4-L4, RA-RB4-R4; Fig. 9C) during stance phase.  
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All data analyses were conducted with custom code in MATLAB (R2020b, 

MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). 

3.3.4 Statistics 

We used a factorial ANOVA to test for differences across treatments (level and 

incline), between species (habitat: fluid specialists, generalists, sand specialists) to 

compare the data obtained at Temple University (Chapter 2) and at the University of 

Chicago, on basic stride kinematics (SF, DF) and running performance (Appendix X,X..). 

Similarly, to test for differences across treatments and between species on toe depth and 

toe spacing we used a factorial ANOVA. For foot hyperextension angle, we interpolated 

through each step duration to obtain percent of stance phase for comparison purposes and 

extracted the data at specific moments of percent of stance (25%, maximum 

hyperextension percents of stance for each lizard species, and 90%) to quantify significant 

differences across treatments and between species using a factorial ANOVA. Running 

speed and stride length were normalized for leg length (LL). Normalization by snout-

vent-length (SVL) and LL yielded same trends and statistical results, so we chose to 

normalize by a factor that seemed most intuitively relevant to performance. All statistical 

analyses were completed using JMP Pro 14.2.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Figures 

were created using JMP Pro 14.2.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and RStudio (Team 

2020, PBC, Boston, MA, USA), and edited in Adobe Illustrator (Adobe Inc. 2021). 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Running Performance and General Stride Kinematics are Showing 

Similar Trends as in Chapter 2 

Our results show that running performance, SF and DF presented similar trends to 

our data from Chapter 2 collected at Temple University (Appendix A, Fig. 23; Appendix 

B, Fig. 24; Appendix C, Fig. 25). This was expected as we used the same lizard species 

for Chapters 2 and 3, and ran them in the same conditions (level and incline granular 

media). Table 7 shows representative running trials per species and treatment used for the 

analyses of the present chapter.  

All lizard species ran at similar speeds on the level; however, on the incline, sand 

specialists maintained their running speed, while fluid specialists and generalists 

decreased it significantly (Tables 8, 9; Fig. 10; Appendix A, Fig. 23). All lizards species 

used similar general stride kinematics, taking shorter strides (SF, Appendix B, Fig. 24) 

and increasing DF on the incline compared to the level (Appendix C, Fig. 25).  

The experimental setup used to obtain subsurface high-speed X-ray 

videorecordings (Fig. 9) to focus on the lizards’ feet, only allowed us to cover a specific 

region of the trackway, which limited the number of strides obtained per running trial. 

For the level treatment we obtained between one to three steps per trial, and for the 

incline treatment, between one to two steps per trial. As a result, it was not possible to 

obtain stride length information from this dataset due to the limited number of complete 

strides per treatment. However, given the similarity in general trends of running 

performance, DF, and SF with the dataset from Temple University, it is likely that this is 

also the case for stride length.  
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Figure 10. Sand specialists do not decrease running performance on the incline, 

outperforming fluid specialists and generalists. Sand specialists (orange) show no 

decrement in running speed on the incline compared to the level, whereas fluid specialists 

(blue) and generalists (grey) decrease their running speed significantly on the incline. 

Boxes enclose the lower and upper interquartile range with the line indicating the median. 

Whiskers extend between the data maximum and minimum. Violin plots encasing 

boxplots show the probability distribution of the data. Levels not connected by the same 

letter indicate statistical significant difference (Factorial ANOVA, P<0.0001).  
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Table 8. Performance and subsurface kinematic variables (means ± s.e.m) and results of a 

factorial ANOVA testing for differences across treatments (level and incline) and species 

(habitat: fluid specialist, generalist, sand specialist). 

All significant differences (P<0.05) are in bold. 

Table 9. Continuation from Table 8 of interaction effects summary statistics. 

All significant differences (P<0.05) are in bold. 
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3.4.2 Shallow Foot Depths Were Seen on Sand and Fluid Specialists Only. 

Maximum toe depth of toe IV in the z direction was used as a proxy for overall 

foot depth because toe IV is the longest in the typical iguanid foot shape found in these 

lizard species. On the level treatment, during stance phase, sand specialists intruded their 

feet shallower than fluid specialists and generalists (Tables 8, 9; Fig. 11). On the incline 

treatment, while fluid specialists did not change foot depth, sand specialists increased 

foot depth to numbers similar to those of fluid specialists, and generalists intruded their 

feet significantly deeper compared to the level (Tables 8, 9; Fig. 11). On the level 

treatment, on average, sand specialist lizards intruded their feet to a maximum toe depth 

in the z direction of 0.7 cm, and generalists and fluid specialists of 1.2 cm. On the incline 

treatment, on average, sand specialist lizards intruded their feet to a maximum toe depth 

in the z direction of 1 cm, generalists of 1.7 cm, and fluid specialists of 1.1 cm.  
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Figure 11. Sand specialists intrude their fourth toe shallower on the level and 

similar to fluid specialists on the incline. Generalists intrude their toe significantly 

deeper into the substrate on the incline compared to the level. Sand specialists intrude 

their toe shallower on the level when compared to fluid specialists and generalists, and 

deeper on the incline similar to fluid specialists. Fluid specialists do not change toe depth 

on the incline compared to the level. (Factorial ANOVA, P=0.0001). Boxplots and violin 

plots are as described in Figure 10.     

 

3.4.3 Only Sand Specialists Maintain the Closests Toe Spacings Between Toes 

II-III and III-IV 

We used the tips of toes II, III and IV, the three longest toes, to quantify the 

distance between toes II-III and III-IV during stance phase. All species maintained 

similar distances between toes II-III on both the level and the incline, with sand 

specialists and generalists presenting similar toes II-III spacings (Tables 10, 11; Fig. 12). 

Similar trends occurred for toe spacing III-IV, in which fluid specialists and generalists 

did not change toe distance between toes III-IV on the incline compared to the level. 

However, only sand specialist lizards increased the distance between toes III-IV 
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significantly on the incline compared to the level (Tables 10, 11; Fig. 12). For toe spacing 

II-III, on average, only sand specialists maintained a distance close to 6 mm, whereas 

fluid specialists and generalists showed spacings above 7 mm. For toe spacing III-IV, on 

average, only sand specialists maintained the lowest spacings at numbers between 7-8 

mm, whereas generalists and fluid specialists presented spacings above 9 mm.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Sand specialists are maintaining a distance between toes that potentially 

enhances the creation of localized regions of solidified grains. Only sand specialist 

lizards are maintaining a distance between toes II-III close or equal to 0.6 cm (indicated 

by dashed line) on both the level and the incline. The shortest spacing between toes III-IV 

is showed by sand specialists. Both fluid specialists and generalists are presenting toe 

spacings above 0.7 mm (Factorial ANOVA, P=0.0004, P<0.0001). Boxplots and violin 

plots are as described in Figure 10.  
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Table 10. Toe spacing variable (means ± s.e.m.) and results of a factorial ANOVA testing 

for differences across treatments (level and incline) and between species (habitat: fluid 

specialist, generalist, sand specialist). 

All significant differences (P<0.05) are in bold. 

Table 11. Continuation from Table 10 of interaction effects summary statistics. 

All significant differences (P<0.05) are in bold. 

3.4.4 Only Sand and Fluid Specialists Change Foot Flexibility on the Incline  

We determined the amount of foot bending throughout stance phase, using the 

segments formed by the points at the metatarsophalangeal joint, the tip of toe IV, and the 

ankle point, to calculate the angle formed by these. This angle gave us information as to 

whether the lizards were hyperextending or flexing their feet during stance phase. Overall 

trends represented by the foot bending angle time series through percent stance (Fig. 13) 

revealed three phases for all three lizard species: a) between 1% to around 15% of stance, 

foot bending angles were close to 180° indicating the foot was almost extended, b) 

between 10% to around 93% of stance, foot bending angles decreased, reaching a 

minimum value that indicated a maximum degree of foot hyperextension, which differed 

across species and treatments, followed by an increase in angles, and c) between ~93% to 
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100% of stance, all lizard species on both the level and the incline, except for fluid 

specialists on the incline, showed a subtle decrease in angles, which indicated a slight 

foot flexion just before the foot left the ground (Tables 8, 9; Fig.13). In general, all lizard 

species presented similar trends in terms of the overall foot bending patterns through 

stance phase: a close to extended foot immediately after touch down, followed by varying 

degrees of maximum foot hyperextension as the feet transitioned through mid-stance, 

finalized by a slight flexion of the foot before take off.  

We explored differences in foot bending across species and treatments at specific 

percents of stance in which the foot was hyperextended: at 25%, at the maximum degree 

of foot hyperextension (percent of stance of minimum average angle of bending for each 

lizard species), and at 90% of stance phase (Tables 8, 9; Fig. 14). At 25% of stance 

(Tables 8, 9; Fig. 14A), sand specialist lizards presented greater foot hyperextension 

(lower angles) than generalists and fluid specialists on the level; however, on the incline, 

sand specialists changed foot bending to greater angles, which indicated less foot 

hyperextension, similar to fluid specialists and generalists. At maximum foot 

hyperextension percents of stance (Tables 8, 9; Fig. 14B), all three species presented 

significantly different foot hyperextension angles, with the fluid specialists showing the 

greatest maximum foot hyperextensions (lowest angles), followed by sand specialists, 

and generalists showing the least maximum foot hyperextensions (highest angles). On the 

incline, fluid specialists decreased maximum foot hyperextension compared to the level, 

but still presented the greatest maximum foot hyperextensions of all three lizard species 

(lowest angles); generalists did not change maximum foot hyperextension compared to 

the level, and sand specialists significantly decreased foot hyperextensions (higher 
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angles) similar to generalists. At 90% of stance (Tables 8, 9; Fig. 14C), similar to the 

trends at 25%, no differences were found in foot hyperextension across species on the 

level; however, on the incline, only fluid specialists presented greater foot hyperextension 

(lowest angles), whereas sand specialists and generalists did not show changes in foot 

hyperextension compared to the level. 

Furthermore, maximum foot hyperextension angle happened at different moments 

during stance phase (Fig. 13). On the level, maximum foot hyperextension happened at 

60% of stance for sand specialists (Fig. 13C), whereas for fluid specialists and generalists 

later at around 67% and 70% of stance, respectively (Fig. 13A, B). On the incline, fluid 

specialists exhibited a delay in maximum foot hyperextension, which happened at 80% of 

stance (Fig. 13A), whereas for sand specialists and generalists, it happened at moments 

close the level treatment: 64% and 74%, respectively (Fig. 13C, B). 
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Figure 13. All lizards are hyperextending the foot during stance phase, with the 

sand specialists stiffening it the most on the incline. Average foot bending angle plots 

through stance phase for (A) fluid specialists, (B) generalists, and (C) sand specialists 

show all species impact with the foot extended, then hyperextend it through mid-stance 

and flex it just before take-off. The solid and dashed angle profile represent the average, 

and the shaded area represents mean ± standard deviation. Maximum foot hyperextension 

(minimum foot bending angle) is happening at different moments during stance phase for 

each lizard on the level and the incline. Dashed lines are for the level treatment, and solid 

lines for the incline. Vertical dotted lines represent instances of foot hyperextension at 

25%, and 90% of stance phase; and red vertical dashed and solid lines represent instances 

of minimum foot bending angle (maximum foot hyperextension) during stance phase, 

different for each lizard on the level (red dashed line) and the incline (red solid line). 

These instances were used to test for differences across species and treatments as seen on 

Fig. 14.  
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Figure 14. Sand and fluid specialists are increasing maximum foot hyperextension 

angle on the incline, with sand specialist increasing it the most. (A) At 25% of stance, 

all species hyperextended their feet similarly on the level and the incline, except for sand 

specialists, which stiffen their feet on the incline compared to the level. (B) Sand and 

fluid specialists increased maximum foot hyperextension angle on the incline, with sand 

specialists stiffening their feet the most. (C) At 90% of stance, only fluid specialists 

decrease foot hyperextension angle on the incline compared to the level. (Factorial 

ANOVA, (A) P<0.0001, (B) P=0.0017, (C) P<0.0017). Boxplots and violin plots are as 

described in Figure 10.  
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3.5 Discussion 

This study shows a comparison of subsurface foot use during level and incline 

running on granular media across three species of lizards naturally found moving on 

sandy slopes (zebra-tailed lizard)44, rocky substrates (collared lizard)26, trees, ground and 

water (basilisk lizard)27. As was also the case for our results in Chapter 2, here, sand 

specialist lizards presented the fastest running speeds on an inclined fluidizable substrate, 

running as fast as they do on the level granular substrate. A combination of shallower 

foot intrusions, maintaining toe distances close to 6 mm and decreasing foot flexibility on 

the incline granular substrate were subsurface foot use strategies observed on sand 

specialist lizards only. To our knowledge, no other studies have investigated the effects 

of incline granular media on subsurface foot use on tetrapod locomotion. 

3.5.1 Shallow Foot Intrusions May Benefit Only Sand Specialists on the 

Incline   

Similar to fluids, when an object moves through granular media, it experiences 

drag and lift forces, which are well understood for the case of moving bodies thorough air 

and water, but not through granular substrates. However, significant progress has been 

made by studies aiming to investigate these forces on granular substrates, in which slow 

horizontal and vertical drag and impact experiments of differently shaped intruders were 

performed64,78–80. Plate drag experiments represent examples of situations in which the 

force interactions between an object and the granular substrate are tested locally, 

something relevant to animal locomotion and robotic devices moving on complex terrain. 

An object moving through granular media has to displace a bulk of particles surrounding 

it and resisting its motion. Studies show that the depth at which the object is inserted into 
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the granular medium has an increase effect on the drag and lift forces experienced by the 

object65,79,81. Additionally, the yield force of granular media represents a material 

property that corresponds to the point in which the media will transition into a deformed 

state. In other words, it represents the transition point of the granular medium from a 

solid to a fluid-like state. The yield force has shown to increase with depth in drag plate 

experiments, which suggests that at certain depths, legged animals can potentially take 

advantage of the solid-like state of the substrate by intruding their feet to a certain depth 

and propel their body forward65.  

In our study, the sand specialist lizads intruded their feet the shallowest on the 

level, maintaining maximum foot depth penetration averages of 0.7 cm similar to what 

has been reported on flipper penetration ranges of haltchling turtles when moving on sand 

without any slip65. On the incline however, fluid specialists maintained similar foot 

depths compared to the level, sand specialists increased maximum foot depth to an 

average of about 1 cm similar to fluid specialists, and generalists increased maximum 

foot depth significantly (Fig. 11). Our previous study (Chapter 2) showed generalists do 

not slip on both the level and the incline; however, on the incline, sand specialists slip to 

some extent, and fluid specialists slip the most. When running on an incline, at the angle 

of repose, particles fluidize and avalanche at a boundary layer on the substrate’s 

surface29. Perhaps, for the case of fluid and sand specialists, which intrude their feet at 

similar depths (Fig. 11) on the incline, the fluidization of the particles could be 

contributing to foot slip manifestation. On the contrary, it is likely that generalists do not 

show any foot slip on the incline due to deeper foor intrusions into the substrate (Fig. 11). 

As mentioned earlier, slow drag plate experiments, which have shown the forces 
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experienced by the intruder increase as depth increases, have tested depths of up to 9 

cm64. As a result, it would be expected deeper foot intrusions to be beneficial during 

locomotion. However, this strategy seem to still be detrimental for generalists as their 

running performance is compromised on the incline compared to the level and to sand 

specialists. It is worth noting, though, that the studies available on plate drag experiments 

through granular substrates are mostly in the non-inertial regime, in which at low speeds 

the drag and lift forces are independent of speed. However, as shown in Chapter 2, our 

lizards impact the incline substrate on average at much higher speeds (74 cm s-1). 

Studies on a small legged robot (DynaRoACH) show that at low stride 

frequencies and vertical leg speeds, the depth dependent granular force increases as a 

result of the increased inertial force that is associated with lifting of the body, and this 

results in increased leg penetration depths; at higher stride frequencies and vertical leg 

speeds though, leg penetration depth decreases11,82. Our study shows that all three lizard 

species are impacting the incline substrate at similar high speeds and stride frequencies of 

74 cm s-1 and 8 Hz, respectively (Chapter 2). However, only sand and fluid specialists 

present shallower foot depths on the incline, yet sand specialists only run remarkably fast. 

It still remains unknown if sand specialists, as in the case for hatchling turtles 

walking on sand65, are maintaining net thrust forces produced by their feet less than those 

of fluid specialists and generalists, and below the yield force of the granular substrate to 

solidify the particles and be able to move faster than fluid specialists and generalists on 

the incline. On the other hand, sand specialists could also be taking advantage of their 

shallower foot penetration depths (Fig. 11)—in addition to their high foot impact speeds 

and stride frequencies— and fluidization of the particles at the angle of repose to utilize 
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the inertial behavior of the particles and paddle through the substrate to propel their body 

forward10, as shown by DynaRoACH11,82. At high impact speeds, the granular forces 

become hydrodynamic-like11,80,83; therefore it is likely that, at the angle of repose, 

successful granular media running is achieved by shallower foot intrusions exploiting the 

speed-dependant fluid-like inertial behavior of the granular substrate. Nevertheless, 

future studies investigating the behavior of the particles surrounding the foot, to asses the 

fluidization and solidification patterns of the substrate, are required to further support this 

claim.    

As foot slip could be detrimental during animal locomotion, foot sinking into 

granular substrates can also have negative effects in locomotor performance. While 

deeper foot intrusions can generate larger forces, they can also decrease stride lengths and 

increase limb and body drag. A study on a robot moving on sand (SandBot) shows that 

more than 70% of the robot’s c-shaped leg should be intruded into the substrate in order 

to generate the optimal forces and move forward. Additionally, when the legs intrude 

onto previously disturbed medium, SandBot fails and ends up sinking and “swimming” 

through the granular substrate84. In our study however, all our lizard species present 

elongated foot and leg elements, with the fluid specialists presenting the longest legs 

from all three species. Despite the fact that all three species take shorter strides on the 

incline granular media (Chapter 2), elongated limb elements are beneficial for these 

lizards: as feet intrude into the substrate, more than 50% of their whole limb length 

remains above ground, which should reduce limb and body drag. This, along with similar 

shallow foot penetration depths for the case of sand and fluid specialists on the incline, 

may play a contributing role during incline granular media running. However, this seems 
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to only be advantageous for sand specialists, which outperform fluid specialists and 

generalists on the incline.  

3.5.2 A Stiffer Foot Could Enhance Incline Running Performance of Sand 

Specialist Lizards Only 

The inherent complex behavior of granular substrates, how widely distributed 

they are in the natural world, and the lack of a unified theory governing their behavior 

has called the attention of numerous researchers to understand how organisms are able to 

successfully locomote on them. A study on hatchling sea turtles investigating how these 

animals are able to transition over dry sand into the water, demonstrated that the depth at 

which the flippers are intruded into the sand and flipper flexibility are crucial during 

locomotion. They showed turtles intrude their flippers perpendicular to the substrate, to a 

specific depth and bend their wrist during the stroke phase to propel de body forward65. 

When testing these kinematic strategies on a turtle inspired robot (FlipperBot), they 

revealed the importance of wrist bending during forward propulsion. When the robot was 

tested with a bending wrist and a fixed wrist, the former allowed it to maintain applied 

forces below the substrate’s yield stress to maintain solidification of the substrate and 

move forward without slip, whereas the latter disturbed more granular material around 

the flipper, constantly fluidizing it, and increasing body drag as the robot sunk into the 

substrate85.  

In our study we used the foot bending angle to determine whether our lizard 

species were hyperextending their feet through stance phase and if they were, to what 

extent across species on the level and the incline granular substrate it happened. Our 

results show that on the level, similar to turtles, all three lizard species are 
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hyperextending their feet through stance phase (Fig. 13), with the fluid specialists 

showing the greatest maximum foot hyperextensions (lowest angles), followed by sand 

specialists (Fig.14B). However, contrary to what we expected on the incline, sand and 

fluid specialists are decreasing foot hyperextension significantly (greater angles 

compared to the level), with the sand specialists presenting the lowest maximum foot 

hyperextension angles compared to the level (Fig.14B). Generalists, nonetheless, 

maintain similar high maximum hyperextension angles on both the level and the incline, 

with similar angles to sand specialists on the incline (Fig.14B).   

A study on a small hexapodal robot (RHex-like robot) show that “c”-shaped legs 

(c-legs) allowed the robot to move faster than when the robot used reversed “c”-shaped 

legs (reversed c-legs). The c-legs penetrated less into the substrate, but reached greater 

stress regions in the granular substrate, which produced greater leg lift reducing body 

drag5. On the level, all our lizard species hyperextend their feet, with our sand and fluid 

specialists hyperextending them the most, similarly to how sea turtles bend their flippers 

on sand65. Furthermore, this hyperextension of the feet perhaps resembles the c-leg in the 

RHex-like robot, which performs better than the reversed c-leg robot5. However, it is still 

unkown whether foot hyperextension on the level, along with other subsurface kinematics 

strategies, instigate solidification or fluidization of the substrate’s particles around the 

foot. Given that the speeds at which sea turtles impact the substrate are within the non-

intertial regime, it is probable that for the case of our lizards, which impact the substrate 

at much higher speeds within the inertial regime, hydrodynamic-like and hydrostatic-like 

forces generated during particle fluidization dominate these foot-ground interaction, as 

shown on different c-leg robot studies5,11,82.  
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Furthermore, the zebra-tailed lizard has shown specific foot adjustments to 

changes in substrate properties when running on level solid and granular ground. These 

adjustments include changes in foot posture from a digitigrade on the solid to a 

plantigrade in the granular, which along with rapid foot impacts at touchdown and 

hindlimb model energetics, led researchers to conclude these lizards use their feet as 

energy-saving springs on the solid surface, and as energy dissipative paddles on the 

incline10. Additionally, a comparison of the zebra-tailed lizard’s impact speed and 

predicted foot rotation on the level granular substrate with basilisk lizards running on 

water27,39, show similarities with the slap and stroke phases. Just as basilisk lizards utilize 

the hydrostatic forces that result from the pressure exterted by the water surface and the 

aircavity around the foot during the stroke phase39, zebra-tailed lizards may utilize the 

granular hydrostatic-like and hydrodynamic-like forces as the particles fluidize around 

the foot10. Our findings show that on the incline sand specialists decrease foot 

hyperextension the most, presenting a stiffer foot. We believe that on the incline, as 

shown on different studies using robots and the zebra-tailed lizard as their model system, 

it is likely that fluidization of the particles after disruption of the angle of repose, is 

generated by the sand specialists’ stiffer foot use. What was predicted by Li et al. 2012, 

mentioned above, for zebra-tailed lizards on the level, may be, in fact, the case for our 

sand specialists on the incline. Shallower foot penetrations along with a stiffer foot may 

confer sand specialists the ability to take advantage of the hydrodynamic properties of the 

substrate at the surface boundary layer and use inertial forces to their advantage5,11,82. 

All foot maximum hyperextension angles exhibited by our lizard species 

happened at different moments during stance phase, and for all species always after mid-
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stance (Fig. 13, red vertical dashed and solid lines). However only on fluid specialists 

there was a significant delay in maximum foot hyperextension on the incline compared to 

the level (Fig. 13A, red solid line). Experiments on a jumping robot revealed that a time 

delay after a preliminary hop and before push-off (delayed stutter jump), allowed the 

robot to achieve greater jumping heights. This time delay separated the landing phase 

after the preliminary hop, from the active intrusion during push-off, which reduced the 

intrusion speed and the robot sunk less, allowing the spring to compress more and jump 

higher. A time delay also allowed the jumping robot to take advantage of a jammed mass 

of particles formed beneath the robot’s foot that actively moved along with it and pushed 

surrounding particles away86.  

We explored differences in foot hyperextension across our lizards at specific 

moments during stance phase: after touch-down (Fig. 14A), at maximum foot 

hyperextension around mid-stance (Fig. 14B), and before take off (Fig. 14C). On these, 

no relevant differences were found across species after touch-down (Fig. 14A) and before 

take-off (Fig. 14C), suggesting that the moment of maximum hyperextension is probably 

most crucial for forward propulsion of the body. At maximum foot hyperextension, 

similar delays were evidenced by generalists and sand specialists on the incline compared 

to the level (Fig. 13B, C), but generalists, which sunk more into the substrate (Fig. 11), 

ran significantly slower. Furthermore, a greater delay was observed on fluid specialists on 

the incline, yet they also ran significantly slower than sand specialists, and slipped the 

most (Chapter 1). In our study, clear differences in performance exist between our lizard 

species on the incline; perhaps the time delay in maximum foot hyperextension for all 

species, combined with the other subsurface kinematic strategies they use, have different 
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effects in the behavior of the particles surrounding the foot, something to be explored in 

future studies investigating the particles’ response to surface and subsurface kinematics.  

3.5.3 Toe Spacings Used By Sand Specialist Lizards Could Enhance Their 

Locomotion on Incline Granular Substrates 

In terrestrial legged locomotion, animals use their feet as propulsive elements, 

which cyclically contact the ground to propel de body forward. Locomotion on granular 

substrates, which are ubiquitous in terrestrial environments, implies that at every single 

step, feet intrude and interact with the particles that compose the granular substrate. 

Animals moving on granular substrates present a vast diversity of feet morphology, 

within which elongated foot elements, such as metatarsals and toes, can be found. It is 

still unkown, though, what the role of elongated toes is while intruding into granular 

media in locomotion in terms of the force response and behavior of the particles 

surrounding the foot during its interaction with the particles.  

Some of the studies available about force response to intrusions evaluate the 

response of single simple shaped intruders passively and actively entering a block of 

particles64,68,81. Few studies exist on the interaction between multiple submerged 

intruders, passively penetrating a bulk of particles, or being horizontally dragged through 

the granular media; and these have shown the existence of repulsive and attractive forces 

at different intruder separations87–89. A study on active vertical intrusions of two rod-like 

intruders into a bulk of particles72, is perhaps one of the most relevant of these types of 

studies to terrestrial legged locomotion and gives insight as to the potential role of toes 

during foot-ground interactions in locomotion. In this, they show the force response of 

two intruders actively intruding into granular media at 1 m/s (similar to our lizard’s 
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average impact speeds), at different distances between intruders, and show that for 

simulation and experiments, the maximum forces—evidenced by a peak—occur at 

intruder distances of around two and four particle diameters (s/d = 2, s/d = 4 , d  = 2 mm), 

respectively. At this specific intruder spacing, they observed stagnant areas below the 

intruders where the shear strain rate between particles was smaller than the surrounding 

flow, indicating that these areas act as extended effective regions of the intruder pushing 

particles away. At these areas, they observed increased strong forces as a result of the 

interaction between neighboring particles, which peak at s/d = 2-4, and decrease when s/d 

< 2 and > 4. Furthermore, they test differences in force response of rod and square-

shaped intruders, showing differences in forces happening at the peak, in which even 

denser forces are generated for the cylindrical shaped than the square-shaped intruders.  

In our study, sand specialists maintained the shortest average distances between 

the longest toes (II-III and III-IV) compared to fluid specialists and generalists on the 

level and the incline. Additionally, similar to what was shown in the abovementioned 

study72, sand specialists maintained average spacings very close to 6 mm for toes II-III on 

both the level and the incline, but for toes III-IV, the distance increased to about 7 mm 

(Fig. 12). Poppy seeds, used as our granular substrate, have an approximate particle 

diameter of 2 mm. Therefore, the spacings between toes II-III and III-IV of sand 

specialist lizards is close to s/d = 3-3.5, which corresponds to the same intruder spacing 

in which the stronger forces during active intrusions were evidenced72.  

We believe that the spacings between toes II-III and III-IV of sand specialist 

lizards may contribute to their remarkable running performance through the generation of 

stronger forces as their feet intrude into the granular substrate. The intrusion experiments 
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performed in the study mentioned above, as well as the impact speeds evidenced by our 

lizards on both the level and incline granular substrate, are in the intertial regime, at 

which the fluid-like speed-driven response of the material, especially on the incline, plays 

a key role during locomotion, as shown on DynaRoACH11. It still remains unknown, 

however, whether—similar to the behavior of the particles surrounding the rod-like 

intruders in Pravin et al., 2021—an effective stagnant area right beneath the toes is 

created acting as an extension of the toes to push particles away, or, as in DynRoACH, 

the particles around the foot remain fluidized. In the robot DynaRoACH, the C-legs do 

not have toes; therefore, it may be likely that toes are contributing to locomotion via 

similar mechanisms of force generation between intruders, creating an extended area of 

stagnant particles72 that, along with the toes, paddle away surrounding particles acting as 

an inertial fluid11,82. Future studies evaluating the response of the surrounding particles to 

these foot subsurface kinematics are needed to reveal this unknowns.  

It is noteworthy to mention that the increased distance between toes III-IV, 

compared to the spacing between toes II-III, is evidenced on all three lizards species (Fig. 

12). However, only on sand specialist lizards, this distance is closer to 7-8 mm. This is 

relevant, because in the typical iguanid foot shape of our three lizards species, toes II, III 

and IV, are the longest, with toe IV being the longest of these three. Toes are articulated 

to the metatarsals and extend from these in such a way that the area between toes 

decreases proximally along the toes. The toe distances taken in our study are between toe 

tips, which represent the maximal distance between toes. Therefore, this distance taken at 

points proximally along the toes, should also decrease. Perhaps the fact that on the incline 

the toe spacing between toes III and IV (Fig. 12), the longest toes, is significantly 
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increasing (close to 8 mm on sand specialist lizards) is the result of that distance between 

these toes decreasing if taken more proximally along them, which would in theory be less 

and perhaps closer to 6 mm, or 3 s/d. On the contrary, for the case of fluid specialists and 

generalists, since they increase toe III-IV spacing significantly more (Fig. 12), this 

proximal distance will still be grater than that 3 s/d spacing, which potentially represents 

that ideal distance between toes to generate the strongest forces. Having multiple markers 

along the toe, at each phalange joint would have been the ideal situation. Future studies 

using either markerless methods or radiopaque paint may be of great use to obtain much 

more information regarding detailed foot/toe use in the subsurface.  

3.6 Conclusions 

As in Chapter 2, here, sand specialist lizards ran on the incline as fast as they did 

on the level granular media, outperforming fluid specialists and generalists. We explored 

specific subsurface kinematic strategies, which have been shown to have important 

effects on the behavior of the granular substrate, and therefore on performance in 

terrestrial legged locomotion: depth, foot flexibility, and toe spacings11,64,65,72,82,85. Our 

findings revealed that: 1) sand specialists intruded their feet shallowest on the level, and 

on the incline as shallow as the fluid specialists, with the generalists sinking the most, 2) 

all lizards showed different degrees of foot hyperextension on the level, but sand 

specialists stiffened their feet on the incline similar to generalists, and 3) only sand 

specialists maintained toe spacings close to 6 mm, on both the level and the incline. 

Despite the fact that fluid specialists used a similar foot depth strategy as sand specialist 

lizards, they are still slipping the most and running significantly slower. Similarly, 

although generalists are stiffening their feet on the incline similar to sand specialists, their 
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running performance is also negatively affected. We show for the first time, that a 

specific combination of foot depth, foot flexibility and toe spacing, allow sand specialist 

lizards to run faster than fluid specialists and generalists on the incline, and maintain their 

running performance compared to the level. It still remains unknown, though, whether 

these specific subsurface kinematic strategies instigate solid-like or fluid-like particle 

responses on the substrate. We predict that, at the angle of repose, as particles fluidize as 

a result of foot intrusions, the shallow foot penetration, toe spacings and foot stiffening of 

sand specialist lizards, allow them to take advantage of the speed-driven inertial behavior 

of the particles, and run significantly fast. However, future studies are needed to 

investigate the particle response to these specific surface and subsurface kinematic 

strategies.   
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CHAPTER 4 

PARTICLE FORCE RESPONSE TO IMPACT ON GRANULAR SLOPES 

4.1 Abstract 

Granular substrates at different inclinations are ubiquitous in natural 

environments. As flying and swimming organisms moving through air and water with the 

use of wings and fins, legged animals moving on terrestrial granular substrates 

experience drag forces. In terrestrial legged locomotion, feet are in direct contact with the 

substrate and are responsible for forward propulsion of the body. However, predicting the 

forces experienced by feet during foot-ground interactions in terrestrial locomotion across 

granular substrates is still challening due to the absence of a unified theory governing the 

dynamics of granular media. Our previous work exploring the surface and subsurface 

kinematics of sand specialist and non-specialist lizards on incline granular media 

revealed specific kinematic strategies used by sand specialists only. However, the 

response that these specific kinematics instigate on the substrate particles still remained 

unkown. We hypothesized that sand specialists would generate a significantly different 

force response on the particles from that of fluid specialist and generalist lizards, and that 

this response could enhance their running performance on the incline. We explored the 

particles force response with biologically inspired Discrete Element Method simulations 

using foot model approximations we built from micro-CT scans of each lizard foot. Each 

lizard foot model intruded a level and inclined simulated block of particles, with specific 

surface and subsurface kinematics selected from Chapters 2 and 3. The simulations 

revealed atypical force-depth relation (FDR) profiles from all lizard foot models on the 

level and incline, different from the ones reported in the literature. The complete FDR of 
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sand specialist’s foot model resembled an initial transient non-linear peak reported on 

studies, which represents the inertial speed-driven behavior of the particles at impact. 

Additionally, the foot model of sand specialists did the least amount of work when 

intruding the particles on the level and the incline. These findings demonstrate the 

significance of surface and subsurface kinematics for the understanding of foot-ground 

interactions, especially at different angles of intrusion, angles of attack and angled 

substrates, all common in terrestrial legged locomotion. The FDR exhibited by sand 

specialist lizard foot model only, may reveal that a specific combination of surface and 

subsurface kinematics used by these lizard species allow them to take advantage of the 

inertial behavior of the particles at the angle of repose, paddle through the surface, and 

run significantly faster than fluid specialists and generalists.  

4.2 Introduction 

In fluid mechanics, one of the most common phenomena are the drag forces 

experienced by a solid object when moving through a fluid, which depend on the 

geometry of the object90. As in fluid mechanics, similar forces are experienced by objects 

when moving through granular media78. However, what we are beginning to understand 

about this is derived from terramechanics and terradynamics studies5 of solid objects with 

simplified geometries and moving at low speeds through the media64,68,80, two main 

aspects that do not resemble the reality in terrestrial legged locomotion.  

Another interesting phenomenon evidenced by granular media, is the change 

between fluid and solid-like states when the particles are exposed to different intrusion 

forces. The fluid-like state is instigated when the forces applied are above the yield stress, 

a property specific to granular media. The solid-like state of particles is the result of a 
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certain applied force, below the yield stres, which frustrates local granular motion, and 

therefore, the interparticle contact increases65,74. This is commonly known as the 

jamming state and is evidenced in the formation of inter-particle networks of force 

chains, which vary depending on the parameters of the applied intrusion9,78,91,92. The 

nature of the jamming state and the strength of the force chains produced depends on the 

geometry of the object intruding into the particles and other granular media properties 

such as the packing fraction, and particle friction coefficient72.  

Studies on the mechanics by which organisms move on terrestrial flowable media 

have made significant efforts to model the interaction of wheeled/track vehicles with the 

terrain in the terramechanics field, contributing to important advances in off-road 

mobility of vehicles in the past 50 years. Other studies in the terradynamics field have 

made significant efforts to understand and predict the forces acting on undulating bodies 

of sand-swimming organisms, using the Resistive Force Theory (RFT), which have 

contributed to the development of legged robots to model terrestrial legged 

locomotion75,93–95. The RFT is inspired by fluid mechanics, and assumes that a deforming 

body can be partitioned into segments or elements that experience drag and lift forces, 

which depend on local properties as their length, velocity and orientation, and these 

forces are independent of other elements94. These studies have evaluated the interaction 

of flat, rigid, rectangular plates and other simple geometries, with the media, and this 

RFT to model legged locomotion using either independent model legs of different 

geometries or robots85,86,96. 

Models using robots may be the closest ones to predict or evaluate legged 

locomotion. During a stride, each leg element moves into the substrate at specific depths, 
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orientations, trajectories and velocities, all which represent parameters that change over 

time. The methods described above represent physical (robots) and analytical (RFT) 

approximations to predict legged locomotion. Application of these models to terrestrial 

legged locomotion is limited, because these are based on slow moving objects through 

granular media and simplified shapes. However, these parameters can be reproduced on 

other numerical methods such as computer-based simulations. The Discrete Element 

Method (DEM) is a numerical technique that models the interaction between each 

particle and boundaries or intruders in order to predict bulk solids behavior. This is a tool 

that can model particles with specific properties along with moving intruders and is used 

to increase our understanding of particle flow dynamics. Studies of legged locomotion 

using DEM have approximated the morphology of legs using rods and cylinders with 

comparable cross sections to that of the organism’s morphology76,84. 

Experiments from our lab, in which DEM simulations were applied using active 

intrusions of parallel rods at different spacings, have shown how force response of the 

particles changes with the distance between the rods, showing that at between 2-4 particle 

diameters between the rods there is an amplification of forces evidenced by a peak since 

the region of grains in between the rods are acting as a solid bulk. Results from these 

experiments elucidate perhaps the ideal distance between toes that could generate the 

most effective forces to propel the body forward72.  

Other more recent experiments have been performed in our lab using a linear 

actuator with a force transducer attached and a rectangular plate as the intruder actively 

entering, at different angles, into a box filled with poppy seeds also tilted at different 

angles. Results from these have shown that at low intrusions speeds, the force generated 
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by the particles in response to the intrusion is greater on level substrates and angles of 

intrusion close to 40°, compared to the force generated by flat intrusions on tilted 

substrate close to the angle of repose. As a result, the angled substrate has more random 

areas of high shear strain rate because at the angle of repose the particles flow easily with 

any perturbation, and less forces are produced, compared to angled intrusions. However, 

when the impact speed of these intrusions is increased up to the impact speed generated 

by the lizards when they run on the fluidizable bed trackway, this difference decreases, 

because inertia plays a key role allowing the particles to move along with the intruder. 

This results in the particles exhibiting the formation of jamming fronts right beneath the 

intruder, which are regions of solidified grains followed by regions of highly localized 

shear, or shear bands. These solidified block of grains, could potentially be relevant for 

animals running up inclined granular media, from which they could propel themselves 

forward (Chang et al. in prep). 

Inspired by these results, in the present chapter I used a biologically informed 

approach in which using DEM simulations, I applied specific real surface (Chapter 2) and 

subsurface (Chapter 3) kinematics parameters, along with approximated morphologies of 

feet from each focal species used in Chapters 2 and 3, obtained from micro-CT scans. 

Our main goal was to present for the first time the particles force response to specific 

surface and subsurface kinematics of the foot. This approach is significant as it proposes 

a way to understand the other component of foot-ground interactions: particle behavior. 

We explored the differences in particle force response across species during foot impact 

onto granular media, to test whether selected surface and subsurface kinematic strategies 

used by sand specialist lizards had a significant impact on the force response of the 
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particles different from that of fluid specialists and generalists, and if it did, whether this 

could contribute to the enhanced running performance of sand specialists on the incline.  

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Miro-CT Scans and Foot Models 

For the present chapter, the same focal species specified in Chaters 2 and 3 were 

used for the simulations. Preserved individuals of each species were used to dissect the 

right hindlimb. The dissected hindimbs were micro-CT scanned at the Micro Computed 

Tomography (microCT) and Imaging Services Center at the Lewis Katz School of 

Medicine from Temple University (see scanning parameters in Table 12) using a 

Skyscan-1172 X-ray microtomograph. CT-Analyser, a software package for Bruker X-

ray micro-CT for analysis and visualization, was used for image reconstruction and to 

export the 3D mesh file of each lizard’s leg.  

The 3D models were segmented, cleaned and simplified using MeshLab97. We 

extracted each foot 3D mesh and imported them to Blender to create a foot model 

approximation. In Blender, the foot model approximation was constructed using cylinders 

for each bone component over the original 3D foot for each species. A series of vertices 

were added to each cylinder and manipulated in order to model each cylinder to the shape 

of each bone component of the foot, creating three foot model approximations of each 

lizard species (Fig. 15 A, B, and C). We validated the use of this approach, rather than 

plain cylinders for the approximation of the real foot morphology, by performing 

intrusion simulations of a single bone for a level and incline case as follows: 1) a plain 

cylinder with the maximum diameter of the real bone (Appendix D, Fig. 26A blue), 2) a 

plain cylinder with the minimum diameter of the real bone (Appedix D, Fig 26A yellow), 
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3) a plain cylinder with the average diameter of these last two (Appendix D, Fig. 26A 

magenta), and 4) a modelled cylinder to the actual shape of the real bone (Appendix D, 

Fig. 26A black), to compare the force response of these five intrusion simulations and 

determine which was the best approach to use as a foot shape approximation. The 

maximum (1), minimum (2), and average (3) diameter plain cylinders yielded similar 

forces (Appendix D, Fig. 26B and C, blue, magenta, yellow). However, the modelled 

cylinder (4) yielded lower forces with a difference greater than 20% compared to the 

plain cylinders (Appendix D, Fig. 26Band C, black), which represents a significant 

decrease in peak normal forces, supporting the use of this foot model approximation 

approach.  

Additionally, since these models represent the bone segments of the foot, and in 

reality the foot is covered with soft tissue making the metatarsals a single foot element, 

we decided to test the effects on intrusion forces of a foot mesh covering the metatarsals 

using the shrink wrap modifier in Blender (Appendix E, Fig. 27A). We then performed 

intrusion simulations of this wrapped foot mesh on the level and the incline, and 

compared them with the previously mentioned foot mesh with unwrapped metatarsals 

(Fig. 15A, foot model). Both foot meshes yielded highly similar forces on the level and 

the incline (Appendix E, Fig. 27B and C). These results, along with the bone tests, 

rendered our foot model meshes (Fig. 15) acceptable and a valid approach to use in the 

biologically informed simulations as an approximation of a lizard foot to test for particle 

response to selected surface and subsurface kinematics from Chapters 2 and 3.   
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Figure 15. Images of micro-CT scans and foot models for each lizard species. (A) 

Fluid specialist, (B) Generalist, and (C) Sand specialist. 

 

Table 12. Parameters used during Micro-CT scanning of lizard feet. 
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4.3.2 Discrete Element Method Numerical Simulations 

We used the 3D Discrete Element Method (DEM) open-source software package 

LIGGGHTS® to simulate the movement of particles and determine their response to 

intrusions using the high-performance computing cluster from Temple University. A 

particle block, 25 cm x 25 cm x 15 cm (Fig. 16A), was created and prepared by randomly 

generating spherical particles with 2 mm diameter (see particle parameters on Table 13) 

allowing them to fall and settle with gravity. The particle material properties were 

selected to simulate similar material properties and dimensions of poppy seeds used in 

the surface (Chapter 2) and subsurface (Chapter 3) kinematic experiments. The flat 

particle block was used to create a restart file of the block inclined at 𝜃. = 20°, the angle 

of repose of the simulated particles. This restart file was then used to perform impact 

intrusions of the foot model approximations of the sand specialist, the generalist and fluid 

specialist lizards for the level and incline (20°) using selected surface and subsurface 

kinematic variables quantified in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. The packing fraction of 

the simulated block of particles was 𝜙 = 0.6285. 

The surface kinematics variables (Chapter 2) selected for the simulations were 

angle of intrusion (𝜃i), angle of attack (𝜃a), and foot impact speed. The subsurface 

kinematics variables (Chapter 3) selected were maximum toe depth, foot bending angle 

(𝜃foot), and toe II-III/III-IV spacings (see Table 14 for specific kinematic parameters input 

in the simulations). All the variables input into the simulations remained constant 

throughout the duration of each lizard species’ foot model intrusion into the particle 

block (Fig. 16).   
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Figure 16. Schematics of the input parameters for the 3D DEM simulations. (A) 3D 

view of the block of spherical particles. The particle block has dimensions: 25 cm x 25 

cm x 15 cm. (B) Lateral view of a foot showing angle of intrusion (𝜃i), angle of attack 

(𝜃a), foot bending angle (𝜃foot), and toe depth (inset), which varied for each species on the 

level and the incline. (C) Dorsal view of a foot showing toe spacing for toes II-III and III-

IV, which varied for each species on the level and the incline. (D) Cross-sectional image 

sequence of the fluid specialist foot entering the leveled block of particles at toe depths 

(i) -0.0098 m, (ii) 0.0052 m, and (iii) 0.013 m. (E) Cross-sectional image sequence of the 

fluid specialist foot entering the inclined block of particles at toe depths (i) -0.1175 m, (ii) 

0.004 m, and (iii) 0.011 m. Negative toe depths indicate toe IV is still out of the particles. 
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The impact speed for the level was 1ms-1 and for the incline 0.7ms-1. Angle of intrusion 

(𝜃i), angle of attack (𝜃a), and foot impact speed are surface kinematics extracted from 

Chapter 2. Toe depth, foot bending angle (𝜃foot), and toe spacing are subsurface 

kinematics extracted from Chapter 3. See Table 14 for more information and values used 

for each species on the level and the incline. Foot bending angle changed for the after-

impact simulations and all other parameters were kept the same. 

 

The surface kinematics instrusion parameters from Chapter 2 used for the 

simulations (Table 14), corresponded to the average at foot impact for each species per 

treatment, whereas the subsurface kinematics instrusion parameters from Chapter 3, 

corresponded to the average at midstance and during stance (see Table 14 for more 

information). As a result, we performed a first set of 6 simulations (one per species, per 

treatment) using the parameters stated in Table 14, changing foot bending angle (𝜃foot) to 

the angles shown by each lizard species at impact on the level and the incline (see Table 

14, Foot Hyperextension at impact), and categorized these as our impact simulations.  In 

addition, we performed a second set of 6 simulations (one per species, per treatment) 

using the same parameters stated in Table 14, but this time changing the foot bending 

angle (𝜃foot) to the maximum foot hyperextension at midstance, to observe the particle 

response after impact, and catergorized these as our after-impact simulations. To define 

the impact phase we took the percent of stance (0-15%) in which the foot bending angle 

(Fig. 13, Chapter 3) was kept close to straight (160°-180°) and found the toe depth range 

corresponding to that percent of stance range (0-15%). To define the after-impact phase 

we first found when during stance the maximum toe depth (Fig. 17) and maximum foot 

hyperextension happen (Fig. 13, Chapter 3): maximum toe depth always happened after 

maximum foot hyperextension (Fig. 17). Therefore, we found the toe depth range 
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corresponding to the percent of stance range from 15% to the maximum foot 

hyperextension of each species per treatment, and disregarded anything happening after 

as that would correspond to the recovery phase of a stride, or the moment in which the 

foot is extracted from the substrate.   

Fig. 17. Maximum toe depth during stance phase always happens after maximum 

foot hyperextension for all the species on the level and the incline. Plots of average 

toe depth in z direction through stance phase for (A) fluid specialists, (B) generalists, and 

(C) sand specialists. The solid and dashed depth profile represent the average, and the 

shaded area represents mean ± standard deviation. Dashed lines are for the level 

treatment, and solid lines for the incline. Red vertical lines represent instances of 

maximum foot hyperextension (minimum foot bending angle, Fig. 13, Chapter 2), and 

black vertical lines represent instances of maximum toe depth. The corresponding toe 

depth for the instances of maximum foot hyperextension were used to define the 

maximum toe depth of our after-impact phase simulations for each species on the level 

and the incline. To define the impact phase simulations at which the foot was maintained 

close to straight (Fig. 13, Chapter 2), we used the corresponding toe depth at 0% and 15% 

for all species on the level and the incline, except for generalists, which was at 0% and 

10%.  

 

On the simulations, the force between two granular particles 𝑖 and 𝑗 is calculated 

using the sum of normal and tangential forces as given by 
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𝐹/0HHHH⃗ 	= J𝑘&	𝛿𝑛12 	− 	𝛾&𝜐&,12O𝑛	P + (𝑘'	𝛿𝑡12 	− 	𝛾'𝜐',12)�̂�    

 

where 𝑘&	and 𝑘'	 are the elastic constants for normal and tangential contacts, 

respectively; 𝛾& and 𝛾' are the viscoelastic damping constants for normal and tangential 

forces, respectively; 𝛿𝑛12 is the normal overlap of the two particles; 𝛿𝑡12 represents the 

tangential displacement between the particles at the time they are in contact, shortened to 

satisfy 𝐹'		 ≤ 	𝜇𝐹&, where 𝐹'		and 𝐹&	 represent the tangential and normal forces 

respectively, and 𝜇 the friction coefficient; 𝜐&,12 and 𝜐',12 are the normal and tangential 

components of the relative velocity between two particles, respectively; 𝑛V and �̂� are the 

unit normal and tangential vectors, respectively. Details about the model and the DEM 

can be found in Kloss, 2012.98  

The numerical time step used in the simulations was 𝑑𝑡 = 1.0 x 10-5, satisfying 

the requirement for time steps to be less than or equal to 20% of the Rayleigh number 

(𝑅𝑎) for our system (𝑅𝑎 = 1.25 x 10-4, 20%	𝑅𝑎 = 2.5 x 10-5).  

 

Table 13. Properties of granular particles used for the DEM simulations. 

Property Value 
Particle Diameter, 𝒅 2 mm 
Young’s Modulus, 𝑬 5.0 x 106 Pa 
Poisson Ratio, 𝒗 0.4 
Coefficient of Restitution, 𝒆 0.9 
Coefficient of Friction between particles, 𝒇𝒇 0.3 
Timestep, 𝒅𝒕 1.0 x 10-5 
Density of Particles, 𝝆 2500 kg/m3 
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Table 14. Surface and subsurface kinematic input parameters used for simulations. 

 

4.3.3 Data Analyses 

To determine the force response of the particles to selected surface and subsurface 

kinematics we calculated the Normal force (N) using the force output from the DEM 

simulations in x, y and z. The forces in y were neglected since they averaged around zero. 

We used the forces in x (Fx) and z (Fz), along with the average angle of attack (⍺) 

(Chapter 2) of each lizards species on the level and the incline:  

𝑁 = 𝐹4(sin ⍺) + 𝐹5(cos ⍺) 

Additionally, we calculated stress to determine the force per unit area on the foot. 

We calculated the surface area of each foot mesh using Blender, and divided the total foot 

surface area by two, in order to obtain the surface area of the ventral region of the foot, 

which is the one in contact with the particles during the intrusion simulations. We also 

calculated Work (W) as the area under the curve of the instantaneous force profiles given 

𝑊 =	∫ 𝐹(𝑧)𝑑𝑧5!
6 , where F(z) is the instantaneous force experienced by the each foot 

mesh, z is the vertical distance from the surface of the particle block, and 𝑧7 represents 

the maximum toe depth, which varies for each species on the level and incline. All force 
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data were filtered using a fourth order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off 

frequency of 300 Hz.  

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Impact and After-Impact Force Profiles Show Lowest Stress on Sand 

Specialists and Generalists, Respectively 

Our impact simulations correspond to that portion of stance in which the lizards 

maintain a close to straight foot posture. Immediately after that, they start to hyperextend 

their feet to varying degrees (Fig. 13, Chapter 3). On the level, this period in which the 

foot is maintained close to straight represents 16% for fluid specialists, 30% for sand 

specialists, and 23% for generalists of their total maximum toe IV depth. On the incline, 

represents 10% for fluid specialists, 16% for sand specialists, and 14% for generalists of 

the total maximum to IV depth.  

During our impact simulations, the stress per unit area profiles show the sand 

specialists’ foot experienced the least amount of stress on both the level and the incline 

(Fig. 18). Similar results are shown when normalizing the normal force (FN) by the body 

weight of each lizard species (FW) (Fig. 20). Overall, the initial increase in stress at 

impact is lower on the incline for all species but it is the lowest on sand specialists. 

During our after-impact simulations, the stress per unit area profiles did not reveal 

significant differences across species on the level and incline in terms of the magnitude of 

the stress experienced by each lizard species’ foot (Fig. 19). However, the normal force 

profiles normalized by the body weight of each lizard species (FN/FW) show the 

generalists present lower magnitudes especially on the level (Fig. 21). Overall, the after-

impact stress and FN/FW profiles show specific trends: there is a gradual increase for fluid 
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specialists and generalists that is steady throughout the duration of the intrusion 

simulation, whereas for sand specialists, the profiles show an early increase followed by a 

late decrease (Figs. 19 and 21).  

 

Figure 18. Stress in N/m2 at impact. Zoomed-in plots showing the stress per unit area 

profiles at impact for (A) level and (B) incline. The profiles in blue represent the fluid 

specialist, in black the generalist, and in orange the sand specialist. The shaded area on 
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the bottom plots is disregarded for the impact simulations. Each panel shows simulations 

screenshots of each lizard’s foot mesh at the deepest distance of impact. Arrows indicate 

the angle of intrusion (𝜃i), or direction of motion of the foot during the simulation. 

Negative toe IV depth values indicate toe IV is out of the particles. 

  

Figure 19. Stress in N/m2 during after-impact. Plots showing the stress per unit area 

profiles at after-impact for (A) level and (B) incline. The profiles in blue represent the 

fluid specialist, in black the generalist, and in orange the sand specialist. The shaded 

areas are disregarded for the after-impact simulations. Each panel shows simulations 

screenshots of each lizard’s foot mesh at the deepest distance of after-impact. Arrows 

indicate the angle of intrusion (𝜃i), or direction of motion of the foot during the 

simulation. Negative toe IV depth values indicate toe IV is out of the particles.  
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Figure 20. Normal force normalized by body weight at impact. Zoomed-in plots 

showing the Normal force (FN) profiles normalized by the body weight (FW) of each 

lizard species at impact for (A) level and (B) incline. The profiles in blue represent the 

fluid specialist, in black the generalist, and in orange the sand specialist. The shaded area 

on the bottom plots is disregarded for the impact simulations. Each panel shows 
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simulations screenshots of each lizard’s foot mesh at the deepest distance of impact. 

Arrows indicate the angle of intrusion (𝜃i), or direction of motion of the foot during the 

simulation. Negative toe IV depth values indicate toe IV is out of the particles.   

 

  

 

Figure 21. Normal force normalized by body weight during after-impact. Plots 

showing the Normal force (FN) profiles normalized by the body weight (FW) of each 

lizard species after-impact for (A) level and (B) incline. The profiles in blue represent the 

fluid specialist, in black the generalist, and in orange the sand specialist. The shaded 

areas on the plots are disregarded for the after-impact simulations. Each panel shows 

simulations screenshots of each lizard’s foot mesh at the deepest distance of after-impact. 

Arrows indicate the angle of intrusion (𝜃i), or direction of motion of the foot during the 

simulation. Negative toe IV depth values indicate toe IV is out of the particles. 
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4.4.2 Work is Shown to be the Lowest on the Foot Model of Sand Specialists 

During impact, on the level, the total work was 6.96e-04 J for fluid specialists, 

1.30e-03 J for generalists, and 2.41e-04 J for sand specialists; on the incline it was 1.35e-

04 J for fluid specialists, 3.54e-04 J for generalists, and 5.11e-05 J for sand specialists 

(Table 15). Total work decreased for all species on the incline at impact compared to the 

level, and was the least for sand specialists on both the level and incline. Fluid specialists 

decreased total work on the incline by 81%, generalists by 73%, and sand specialists by 

79%. The total work done on the incline at impact represented 19% of the total work 

done on the level for fluid specialists, 27% for generalists and 21% for sand specialists. 

The least amount of work is produced during our impact simulations for all species, 

compared to the after-impact.  

During after-impact, on the level the total work was 1.86e-02 J for fluid 

specialists, 9.60e-03 J for generalists, and 8.00e-03 J for sand specialists; on the incline it 

was 1.45e-02 J for fluid specialists, 1.19e02 J for generaslists, and 3.10e-03 J for sand 

specialists (Table 15). The total work after-impact on the incline for fluid specialists was 

similar to the level, increased for generalists and decreased significalty for sand 

specialists, compared to the level. Total work after-impact on the incline decreased for 

fluid specialists by 22% and sand specialists by 61% compared to the level, but increased 

for generalists by 24%. The total work done on the incline during after-impact 

represented 78% of the total work done on the level for fluid specialists, and only 38% 

for sand specialists.  
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Table 15. Total work (W) for each species during the foot intrusion simulations for the 

impact and after-impact phases. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Discussion 

This study shows, a comparison of particle force response to foot model 

intrusions of each focal lizard species used in Chapters 2 and 3 (Fluid specialist, 

generalist, and sand specialist), on a level and incline simulated block of particles using 

the Discrete Element Method computer simulations. We selected specific surface 

(Chapter 2), and subsurface (Chapter 3) kinematics variables to input into the simulations 

particular to each lizard species on the level and the incline. The force-depth relation 

profiles of sand specialists show a different behavior from those of fluid specialists and 

generalists. This suggests that the specific surface and subsurface kinematics strategies 

used by sand specialist lizards may be enhancing their running performance on the 

incline, by generating an inertial reponse of the particles throughout the duration of the 

foot intrusion. To our knowledge, no studies have explored particle force response on 

inclines using a biologically informed approach from kinematics and morphology. 
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4.5.1 Force-Depth Relation of All Species Deviate from the Typical Traces of 

Flat Impacts on Flat Granular Beds 

When a solid object enters a conglomeration of dry static particles, it triggers a 

state transition beyond the particles’ yield stress, which produces particle flow. When 

intrusions of solid objects into granular media are slow, drag forces experienced by the 

object are independent of speed, and are defined as hydrostatic-like linearly dependent on 

penetration depth resembling phenomena governed by Archimede’s law (Fig. 22A)99,100. 

These slow impact situations are defined within a quasi-static regime. Using this 

information, and the Resistive Force Theory, studies have successfully predicted the 

forces acting on undulating bodies quasistatically moving through granular media36,37,75. 

When intrusion speed is significantly high, within an inertial regime, drag forces are 

dependent on speed101,102, especially immediately after initial contact with the 

particles103,104. For impacts on both, quasi-static and inertial regimes, the force-depth 

relation (FDR) profile shows two distinct regions: 1) an initial non-linear increase, which 

corresponds to the moment of local compression of the granular particles below the 

intruder at impact, followed by 2) a linearly increasing steady state, corresponding to the 

dilation of the particles during a fluid-like state. Althoug this FDR is typical for the quasi-

static and inertial impact regimes, there are specific differences, particularly at the 

transient non-linear initial increase, which is represented by a drastic peak found to be 

velocity dependent for the high speed intrusion impacts (inertial regime), that is followed 

by a transient decay up to about 1 cm depth, before continuing into the linear depth 

dependent state also typical of quasi-static impacts that continues up to about 9 cm depth 

(Fig. 22B)103,104. In other words, the dynamics of the FDR profile of inertial impacts on 
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granular media transition from an initial inertial regime to a quasistatic one, in which at 

impact, dynamics are governed by localized, high velocity particles up to a depth of ~1 

cm, and later on particles behave quasistatically up to a depth of ~9 cm (Fig. 22B) 103,104. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Figure modified from Roth, 2021104. Experimental normal force profiles 

of a cylinder vertically impacting a block of particles. (A) Normal force profiles of 

impacts in the quasi-static regime. Inset: zooming into the initial non-linear transient 

increase. (B) Normal force of impacts in the quasi-static and inertial regime. The inertial 

regime impacts are at 40, 100, and 140 cm/s. Inset: zooming into the initial non-linear 

transient peak evidenced at the inertial regime only.  
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The abovementioned studies represent intrusions of simple shaped intruders 

vertically entering a flat bulk of particles. Recent experiments from our lab (Chang et al. 

in prep) also using a simple shaped intruder, but entering at different angles of intrusion 

into a block of particles tilted at different angles, show an interesting phenomenon in 

which at high speed intrusions, the FDR profile for flat intrusions on angled substrates, 

and vicerversa, tend to equalize in forces and the typical initial transient impact state 

tends to disappear. The FDR profile, then, becomes steady linearly increasing. 

In our study, we performed high-speed simulations of a flat intrusion on a flat 

particle block, and an angled intrusion on an angled particle block of horizontal cylinders 

similar in length to a lizard phalangeal bone extracted from the micro-CT scans, but 

varying in diameter and shape (see Appendix D, Fig. 25) constantly intruding at 1 m/s. 

Similar to the studies of inertial impacts103,104, the FDR profiles of our flat cylinders 

impacting the flat particle block, show the typical transient initial non-linear state, 

followed by a decay that continues into a linear steady state (Appendix D, Fig. 25B). 

However, the FDR profiles of the inclined cylinders impacting the inclined particle block 

resemble more the dynamics of the quasi-static regime, also similar to what was 

evidenced in Chang et al. in prep using simple shaped intruders (Appendix D, Fig. 25C).  

A similar phenomenon is evidenced on our high-speed impact simulations of our shrink-

wrapped metatarsals and unwrapped foot model, also entering vertically a flat block of 

particles, and at an angle into an angled block of particles. The flat intrusion FDR 

resembles the inertial regime, whereas the inclined intrusion FDR, resembles the quasi-

static regime (Appendix E, Fig. 26). These results illustrate that when using highly 

complex shapes (foot shape, bone-shaped cylinder) entering vertically on a flat particle 
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block, the dynamics of the granular media resembles that of simple shapes entering a 

bulk of particles, suggesting that intruder shape may not be determinant of the overall 

FDR behavior at the inertial regime for simple flat intrusions on flat particle beds. 

However, when the intrusion happens at an angle and the particle block is also tilted, it 

still remains unknown what is driving the dynamics of granular forces, as in this case, 

even at the inertial regime, the entire FDR profile seem to be resembling the quasi-static 

regime.    

4.5.2 The Force-Depth Relation Profiles of Sand Specialists’ Foot Model 

Resemble the Initial Transient Non-Linear Peak of Flat Granular Bed 

Impacts at the Inertial Regime 

In our lizards foot model simulations, we used a biologically informed approach, 

in which we implemented DEM simulations with real foot shaped intruders, impacting a 

flat and angled particle block at 1 m/s and 0.7 m/s, respectively, and with selected surface 

and subsurface kinematics from Chapters 2 and 3. Each simulation case corresponding to 

the fluid specialist, generalist and sand specialist on the level and the incline, differed in 

parameters such as angle of intrusion (𝜃i), angle of attack (𝜃a), foot beding angle (𝜃foot), 

toe spacing, and maximum toe IV depth. As shown in basilisk papers for basilisk water 

running, which present a slap, stroke, and recovery phase27,39, in our study, we divided 

initial touchdown to midstance into what we considered to be two relevant phases for 

locomotion based on foot bending angle and when it happens during the first half of 

stance phase with respect to maximum toe-depth: impact and after-impact.  

Overall, as seen on the stress and normal force normalized by body weight 

(FN/FW) plots during after-impact (Figs. 19 and 21), the FDR profiles do not show the 
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typical transient initial non-linear state of inertial vertical impacts, and instead, not only 

the peak seems to be absent, but the profiles dynamics are atypical. Flat intrusions on flat 

substrates yield the typical force profile mentioned before (Fig. 22B) but in our foot 

model simulations, at angled intrusions, attacks and substrates, different toe spacings and 

foot hyperextensions, the dynamics of granular media changes significantly, as evidenced 

by our FDR profiles (Figs. 18-21). 

 For both our stress and FN/FW profiles during after-impact, generalists and fluid 

specialists show a general trend that somehow resembles a linear steady state of the 

quasi-static regime on both the level and the incline (Figs. 19 and 21; Fig 22A). Sand 

specialists, on the other hand, show a trend in which the forces increase and decrease at 

maximum toe IV depth, which may resemble the non-linear transient state of the inertial 

regime (Figs. 19 and 21; Fig. 22B). In terms of the magnitude of stress, no clear 

differences are detected across the species throughout the duration of the intrusion (Fig. 

19). When normalizing by body weight (FN/FW), however, generalists show lower 

magnitudes on the level and the incline, whereas fluid and sand specialists remain similar 

(Fig. 21). Generalists, along with fluid specialists, ran the slowest on the incline 

(Chapters 2 and 3). Perhaps generalists are not able to support their body weight on 

granular media on the incline, producing lower magnitude forces and intruding their toe 

IV deeper.  

When comparing our after-impact FDR stress and FN/FW profiles in more detail 

with what has been shown on inertial regime impact studies of simple shaped 

intruders103,104, what it is identified as the velocity dependent initial non-linear transient 

peak happens throughout a depth of up to about 1 cm (Fig. 22B). In our biologically 
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informed simulations, the atypical FDR profile during after-impact evidenced on sand 

specialists for level and incline (Figs. 19 and 21), which perhaps resembles the non-linear 

transient peak of inertial impacts, also happens during a depth of up to 0.8 cm on the 

level and 0.9 cm on the incline, which corresponds to their maximum biological intrusion 

toe IV depth (Fig. 17C). Whereas for fluid specialists and generalists, their maximum toe 

depth goes between 1-1.5 cm, and up to 1.6 cm, respectively on the incline (Fig.17 A and 

B). If sand specialist lizards intrude their feet shallower into the granular media, it may be 

likely that they are able to maintain the force response of the particles within that initial 

non-linear transient peak of the inertial regime for the whole duration of their feet 

intrusion and before feet extraction from the substrate. By doing this, they may be able to 

paddle through the granular media taking advantage of the hydrodynamic-like driven 

forces of the particles, and run significantly faster than fluid specialists and generalists on 

the incline, especially at the angle of repose11,82. For the case of fluid specialists and 

generalists, their deeper intrusions, perhaps allow the particles to transition into a quasi-

static state beyond 1 cm toe IV depths, in which gravitational settling of particles above 

the foot after they have been fluidized during initial impact, may have detrimental effects 

on their running performance on the incline.     

4.5.3. Shallow Foot Intrusions and Other Selected Kinematics May Drive 

How Much Work is Done by Fluid Specialists, Generalists and Sand 

Specialists 

It has long been demonstrated that moving uphill requires more energy from 

muscles to elevate the body weight against gravity 48,105,106. We explored the total work 

done during the intrusion simulations of each lizard’s foot model on the level and the 
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incline at impact and after-impact. We expected to observe increases is work done by all 

lizard species on the incline compared to the level, for both our impact and after-impact 

phases. Overall, between our impact and after-impact phases, the least amount of work 

was produced at impact for all lizard species on the level and the incline (Table 15). 

Within our impact phase simulations (Figs. 18 and 20), work decreased for all lizard 

species on the incline, with the sand specialists foot model doing the least amount of total 

work on both the level and the incline. With the kinematics used by sand specialists on 

both the level and the incline, specifically the angle of attack (𝜃a), and foot bending angle 

(𝜃foot), the foot surface area in contact with the substrate is less than that of fluid 

specialists and generalists (see foot illustrations on Figs. 18 and 20), which could explain 

the lowest work performed by sand specialists on both the level and the incline. For the 

case of fluid specialists and generalists, although stress at impact is similar, total work is 

greater for generalists on both the level and the incline. As illustrated by our FDR FN/FW 

profiles at impact, generalists exhibited lower magnitudes on the level. Perhaps, for 

generalists, a combination of not being able to support its body weight on the level (Fig. 

20A) , along with a cranially-directed angle of intrusion on the incline (Fig. 20B), 

translates into doing greater work than fluid and sand specialists on both level and 

incline. 

Similar to a study finding the optimal spacing between intruders actively entering 

a block of particles to generate the strongest forces72, our sand specialist lizards 

maintained the toes II-III and III-IV spacings close to 6 mm (Chapter 3). This study also 

shows that peak normalized by total work happens at an intruder spacing of between 4 to 

8 mm72. During our simulations, one of the parameters used was the biological toe 
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spacings used by each lizard on the level and the incline, yet sand specialists’ foot model 

with toe spacings close to 6 mm performed the least amount of total work, especially on 

the incline. It still remains inknown what aspects of the particles dynamics may be 

driving this greater or lower work production between species. Relevant aspects, such as 

exploration of force chains produced between toes during the intrusion simulations and 

below the foot overall, remain to be explored in future studies. However, this finding 

highlights the importance of kinematics for the understanding of particle response during 

terrestrial legged locomotion. Work is greatest at a specific spacing between horizontal 

intruders entering a flat block of particles vertically72, however, on our foot model 

simulations, we used a more complex approach by selecting biological kinematics 

parameters that are likely playing a relevant role in the particle response dynamics, which 

could have effects on the work done by each foot model corresponding to each lizard 

species.    

During our after-impact simulations, only for the generalist foot model, work 

increased by 24% on the incline (Table 15). Generalists feet are sinking the most on the 

incline and this was one of the biological parameters used during our simulations. It is 

possible that while generalists fail to support their body weight when running on the 

incline (evidenced by lower magnitudes of FDR FN/FW profiles on Figs. 20 and 21), their 

feet sink more into the particles, and this may account for more work done. A deeper 

intrusion into the granular media allows for fluidized particles to flow and settle by 

gravity over the foot, which could have detrimental consequences for running 

performance and be energetically costly when running on complex terrain. In fact, 

generalists, along with fluid specialists, run the slowest on the incline.  
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Fluid specialists on the incline after-impact are doing almost as much work as on 

the level (Table 15). When running on the incline, fluid specialists are slipping the most 

(Chapter 2). Although sand specialists are also slipping on the incline to a certain degree, 

the fact that fluid specialists are slipping to a much greater extent perhaps drives fluid 

specialists to maintain forces at a steady increase, transition into that quasi-static regime, 

and do 78% of the total work done on the level, while running on an incline and aiming 

to overcome slipping. Sand specialists, unexpectedly, decreased work by 61% on the 

incline compared to the level. It would be expected that as sand specialists ran on the 

incline as fast as they did on the level, work to be greater on the incline. However, our 

simulations show that sand specialists foot model, informed with selected biological 

surface and subsurface kinematics, produce the least amount of work. Perhaps, those 

particular kinematics, unique to sand specialists in our study, are allowing these lizards to 

maintain the particle force response in that initial transient non-linear inertial peak for the 

whole duration of their foot intrusion and therefore, produce the least amount of work not 

only after-impact but also at impact—something rermarkably unexpected. We believe 

that as sand specialists intruded their feet shallower into the granular media, the disturbed 

particles are prevented from settling by gravity dorsally on the foot, which most likely 

enhances their running performance. This finding futher supports our previous claims that 

it is likely that sand specialists are taking advantage of the inertial and hydrodynamic-like 

behavior of the particles11,82 at high impact speeds and unique foot kinematics, while 

decreasing work. In fact, a model of foot-ground interaction on granular surfaces revealed 

that the energy lost to a surface during locomotion is proportional to foot penetration 

depth and inversely proportional to the area of the foot10. It still remains unkown if the 
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toe spacings maintained by sand specialist lizards close to 6 mm, increase the effective 

surface area of the foot via stronger force chains during particle jamming72,107,108, 

something to be explored in future studies. 

4.5.4 The Utility of the Discrete Element Method for our Study    

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations represent an extraordinary tool 

to model different scenarios relevant in industry, rheology and engineering, such as 

granular flows, silo particle flow, powder mechanics, and rock mechanics, including 

terradynamics of animal locomotion. Certain limitations are still worth recognizing when 

using DEM especially for terrestrial legged locomotion: 1) the DEM model does not 

represent the precise reality of the biological data, and 2) the particles simulated using 

DEM are perfect spheres, which present a specific packing fraction when poured 

randomly or shaken109, an aspect shown to have effects on the behavior of the 

particles64,91.   

In our study, using a biologically informed approach of a simplified foot motion 

through the granular media as an active intrusion we: 1) implemented DEM simulations 

of foot models inspired by the real foot geometry of our focal lizard species, and 2) 

selected surface and subsurface kinematics, to 3) explore if we could get close to predict 

the particle response to aspects shown to be relevant for terrestrial locomotion, such as 

foot hyperextension65,85, toe spacings72, impact speed11,82, angle of intrusion65, and depth 

of penetration10,42,65,110. Our findings are valuable in that we elucidated a pontential 

mechanism used by sand specialists in which by intruding their feet shallower with 

specific surface and subsurface kinematics, they are able to maintain the force response 

of the particles within the non-linear transient state of the inertial regime, which was not 
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seen on fluid specialists or generalists. These findings reveal numerous aspects that still 

remain unknown, such as, the effects of toe spacing on interparticle force chains, particle 

velocity fields to reveal fluidization or solidification, if the particles force response 

generated by each lizard foot model remain above or below the substrate’s yield stress, 

the effects of different particle properties (i.e. density, fricition) on the force response, 

among others. In our approach, by using selected kinematics specific to each species, we 

added complexity to the model, which is evidenced in the atypical FDR stress and FN/FW 

profiles. However, future studies implementing an even more complex model 

reproducing the real foot motion changing through time in DEM simulations, could get 

closer to capturing particle force response and perhaps reveal precise details unique to 

sand specialists, and other systems moving on incline granular substrates.  

4.6 Conclusions 

Informed by our results from Chapters 2 and 3, we used a biologically informed 

approach in which we implemented computer DEM simulations to perform active 

intrusions of our focal species’ foot models into a level and incline block of particles 

using selected surface and subsurface kinematics specific for each lizard species. We 

selected specific kinematics that have shown to be relevant in terrestrial legged 

locomotion on granular media, such as depth of penetration65,85,103, foot hyperextension, 

angle of intrusion65,85, angle of attack10, impact speed11,82, and toe spacing72,111. Our 

findings revealed that: 1) the force-depth relation profiles for all lizard species foot 

models are atypical, and do not follow the characteristic pattern revealed on studies of 

impact of simple shaped intruders on granular beds at the intertial regime103,104, 2) the 

force response of sand specialists’ foot model resemble the initial transient non-linear 
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peak reported in studies of impact of simple shaped intruders on granular beds at the 

inertial regime, and 3) unexpectedly, sand specialists foot model did the least amount of 

work during our simulations for both our impact and after-impact phases on the level and 

the incline. When implementing angled intrusions into angled substrates in our 

simulations, along with other kinematics parameters, the particles force response and 

behavior changes significantly from the one reported on simple shaped intruder 

impacting on granular beds. We show for the first time that, a specific combination of 

selected biological kinematics strategies used by sand specialist lizards are instigating a 

particular response on the particles different from that of fluid specialists and generalists. 

This force response, which resembles the initial transient non-linear peak of simple 

shaped intruders impacting a granular bed at the inertial regime, may be enhancing 

running performance of sand specialist lizards. Sand specialist lizards may be taking 

advantage of the inertial behavior of the particles throughout the duration of their foot 

intrusion to run remarkably fast on incline granular media.        

This research includes calculations carried out on HPC resources supported in 

part by the National Science Foundation through major research instrumentation grant 

number 1625061 and by the US Army Research Laboratory under contract number 

W911NF-16-2-0189. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 General Remarks, Relevance and Applications 

What is known about terradynamics of legged locomotion across granular media 

is derived from physical and analytical models of simple geometry objects moving 

through particles in a different manner in which feet move during tetrapod locomotion. 

The inherent complexity of granular media due to its state changes (fluid-like and solid-

like) and material properties make it a system extremely challenging to understand. When 

including inclination, especially at the angle of repose—as when animals locomote on 

sand dunes in the desert—the dynamics of granular media behavior change, rendering the 

foot-ground interactions even more challenging to understand. The absence of a unified 

theory, such as the Navier-Stokes equation in fluid mechanics, for terrestrial legged 

locomotion drives the need of studies that evaluate foot-ground interactions at different 

scales. These represent gaps in knowledge that motivated our study to contribute to the 

field of terradynamics, specifically on terrestrial foot-ground interactions, by elucidating 

surface and subsurface kinematics, and particle force response to selected kinematics 

strategies of a sand specialist (Zebra-tailed lizard, Callisaurus draconoides), a fluid 

specialist (Basilisk lizard, Basiliscus vittatus) and a generalist (Collared lizard, 

Crotaphytus collaris) moving on the incline compared to the level. We selected lizard 

species with similar foot morphologies, and different natural substrate preferences, to 

explore potential differences in performance most likely due to kinematics strategies, 

rather than morphology.  
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In our second chapter we explored running performance and surface kinematics of 

fluid specialist, generalist, and sand specialist lizards moving on level and incline 

granular media up to the angle of repose. Our main goal was to compare level and incline 

running performance across these species, and elucidate differences across them in 

surface kinematics that could be determinant for running performance on incline granular 

media. Our fluid specialists are known to be successful water runners, generalists to be 

found moving on coarse rocky substrates and sand specialists to be moving on loose 

sandy substrates and sand dunes. We expected both sand and fluid specialist lizards to 

perform well on a substrate that can behave like a fluid on level, whereas generalists to 

perform poorly. We also expected to see decreased running performance on the incline on 

all species.  

Our results show that, remarkably, sand specialist lizards run on the incline as fast 

as they do on the level, ourperforming fluid specialist and generalist lizards. However, 

when exploring basic stride (stride length, stride frequency, and duty factor) and foot 

impact kinematics (impact speed, angle of intrusion, and angle of attack), no significant 

differences across species were detected. Sand and fluid specialists presented foot slip, 

with fluid specialists slipping the most. Only sand specialists showed foot angles of 

intrusion distributions when running on the incline that clustered closer to 90°, or 

perpendicular to the substrate. Perpendicular intrusions into granular media have shown 

to be relevant on turtle hatchlings moving on sand65,85. The unrevealed differences across 

species in surface kinematics that would otherwise elucidate specific strategies of sand 

specialists to run faster on the incline, motivated our exploration of subsurface kinematics 

in our third chapter. 
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Our third chapter explored subsurface kinematics of these same focal lizard 

species moving on level and incline granular media. Our main goal was to furthermore 

reveal specific details and differences across species on foot use in the underlying 

component of foot-ground interactions: the subsurface. Our results provided possible 

explanations regarding foot slip and running performance outcomes observed in Chapter 

2. Generalist lizards showed the deepest foot intrusions on incline granular media. As 

they intrude their feet deeper into the substrate, perhaps instead of slipping, they are 

sinking, with still detrimental consequences for their running performance. Sand and 

fluid specialists are intruding their feet similarly shallow on the incline. At the angle of 

repose, particles at the substrate’s surface fluidize and avalanche as a result of any 

perturbation, which could result on foot slip, as observed in Chapter 2. This has also 

detrimental consequences on the running performance of fluid specialists, but not of sand 

specialists.  

Generalists maintain similar foot hyperextensions on level and incline. Fluid and 

sand specialists decrease foot hyperextension, with the sand specialists stiffening their 

feet the most on the incline. While sand specialists intrude their feet similar to fluid 

specialists and stiffen it similar to generalists on the incline, only sand specialists 

maintain toe spacings close to 6 mm. This distance has been shown to present the highest 

magnitudes of stronger interparticle forces (force chains), which could be relevant for 

animal locomotion on granular media72. The greater stronger force chains could increase 

the effective surface area of the foot in contact with the particles and enhance running 

performance via the hydrodynamic-like behavior of the particles at the angle of repose. 

This specific combination of surface and subsurface strategies used by each lizard 
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species, motivated our investigation of particles force response in our fourth and final 

chapter, representing the other key component of foot-ground interactions. 

Our fourth and final chapter explored the particle response component of foot-

ground interactions using DEM simulations. We implemented a biologically informed 

approach using foot models of each focal species approximated from micro-CT scans. 

Each foot morphology actively intruded a level and incline block of particles with 

selected surface and subsurface kinematics unique to each lizard species kept constant 

throughout the intrusion. Our results show force-depth relation (FDR) profiles for all 

lizard foot models that do not show the typical trace reported on other studies of simple 

shaped intruders impacting a flat particle bed at the inertial regime103,104. This 

demonstrates the significant change in particle response dynamics when introducing 

selected kinematics and angled substrates into the model. Our findings also reveal that the 

FDR profiles of sand specialists resemble an initial transient non-linear peak reported in 

other studies103,104, which is driven by the inertial behavior of the particles. This 

“transient inertial peak-like” FDR is only seen on sand specialists’ foot model intrusions, 

and lasts for their entire depth of intrusion. Lastly, sand specialists’ foot model did the 

least amount of work during the foot intrusion simulations. 

Our findings reveal a specific combination of surface and subsurface kinematics 

strategies used by sand specialist lizards on the incline that may be allowing these lizards 

to instigate an inertial response on the particles. By hitting the particles fast (0.7 m/s), 

almost perpendicular to the substrate, toe first, maintaining their feet shallow and stiff, 

and with toe spacings close to 6 mm, less particles fluidized at impact are settling by 

gravity above the foot. Essentially, sand specialists by using their feet as stiff paddles10, 
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we believe that at the inertial regime, they are taking advantage of the speed-driven 

hydrodynamic-like behavior of the particles 11,82 at the angle of repose to run extremely 

fast on the incline granular media. Fluid specialists and generalists and their specific 

combinations of surface and subsurface kinematic strategies, as the particles avalanche at 

the angle of repose, they settle above the foot by gravity, and transition into a quasi-static 

like behavior103,104, preventing them from running faster on the incline. 

Our study represents a significant contribution to the fields of terradynamics, and  

biomechanics, from which numerous new investigations are derived, with potential 

applications in the industry and the fields of bioinspiration and robotics.   

5.2 Future Directions  

Exploration of more detailed surface and subsurface kinematics of our foot 

morphology and other foot shapes are aspects that deserve greater exploration. 

Implementing these into models that capture the biological motion of the animal during a 

step, represents an aspect that would add valuable information to the terradynamics field. 

The use of DEM coupled with FEM (Finite Element Method)112, is a tool that could 

provide a way of evaluating particles force response to a deforming foot through time. 

Moreover, a more detailed analysis of particle behavior zooming into the bulk 

surrounding the foot also deserves future work. Aspects such as velocity profiles of the 

particles and interparticle force chains at specific toe spacings, are crucial to determine 

where around the foot fluidization and solidification of particles may be happening. 

Furthermore, experimental validation of our DEM simulations using 3D printed foot 

models to be intruded into a container filled with particles, are also fundamental future 

work; a project currently under development in our lab.  
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APPENDIX A 

RUNNING SPEED COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA OBTAINED AT TEMPLE 

UNIVERSITY AND AT UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Running speed comparison between data from Temple University and 

the University of Chicago. For both datasets obtained at Temple University for Chapter 

2 (red outline) and the University of Chicago for Chapter 3 (blue outline), running speed 

was maintained on the incline by sand specialist lizards, outperforming fluid specialist 

and generalist lizards, whose running performance decreased significantly on the incline. 

Red asterisk indicate statistical significant difference. (Factorial ANOVA, P<0.0001, 

P=0.0129)  
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APPENDIX B 

STRIDE FREQUENCY COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA OBTAINED AT 

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY AND AT UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

 

Figure 24. Stride frequency comparison between data from Temple University and 

the University of Chicago. For both datasets obtained at Temple University for Chapter 

2 (red outline) and the University of Chicago for Chapter 3 (blue outline), stride 

frequency increased on the incline similarly for all lizard species. The generalist lizards 

from U. Chicago presented lower stride frequencies than the ones from Temple U. Red 

asterisks indicate statistical significant difference. Residuals of calculated from simple 

linear regressions with running speed. (Factorial ANOVA, P<0.0001, P=0.0009)  
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APPENDIX C 

DUTY FACTOR COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA OBTAINED AT 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO AND AT TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 

 

Figure 25. Duty factor comparison between data from Temple University and the 

University of Chicago. For both datasets obtained at Temple University for Chapter 2 

(red outline) and the University of Chicago for Chapter 3 (blue outline), duty factor 

increased on the incline compared to the level similarly for fluid and sand specialists. 

Generalists do not increase duty factor on the incline for U. Chicago’s data, therefore 

presenting lower values of duty factor than the generalists from Temple University. Red 

asterisks indicate statistical significant difference. Residuals were calculated from simple 

linear regressions with running speed. (Factorial ANOVA, P<0.0001, P=0.0187)  
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APPENDIX D 

BONE MODEL INTRUSION SIMULATIONS TO TEST FOR BONE SHAPE 

EFFECTS ON FORCE RESPONSE OF THE PARTICLES 

Figure 26. The bone model approximation (black) yielded lower impact forces on 

both the level and the incline. (A) Bone model intruders used for the simulations to test 

differences in force response between cylinders of different diameters (from the real 

bone) and a modeled cylinder to the real bone shape. (B) Normal force (N) profiles for 

each bone model for a flat intrusion on a flat block of particles. (C) Normal force (N) 

profiles for each bone model for a 20° intrusion on a 20° inclined block of particles. 

Colored boxes around bone models match colors of force profiles. Blue represents the 

maximum diameter cylinder, yellow the minimum diameter cylinder, magenta de average 

diameter cylinder, and black the bone model approximation. Intrusion speed was 1ms-1 

and kept constant throughout the intrusion.  
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APPENDIX E 

INTRUSION SIMULATIONS TESTING FOR EFFECTS OF SHRINK 

WRAPPING OF METATARSALS ON FORCE RESPONSE OF PARTICLES  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. Shrink wrapping metatarsals did not yield any differences in the Normal 

force profiles. (A) Foot model approximations used to test shrink wrapping of 

metatarsals effects on the force response of the particles. (B) Normal force (N) profiles of 

a flat intrusion on a flat block of particles of the shrink-wrapped and unwrapped foot 

models. (C) Normal force (N) profiles of a 20° intrusion on a 20° inclined block of 

particles of the shrink-wrapped and unwrapped foot models. Colored cases around the 

foot models match the colors of the force profiles. Orange represents the shrink-wrapped 

foot model and blue the unwrapped foot model. Intrusion speed was 1ms-1 and kept 

constant throughout the intrusion.  
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APPENDIX F 

MORPHOMETRICS OF LIZARD INDIVIDUALS USED IN CHAPTER 2 AND 

CHAPTER 3 

Table 16. Sount-vent length (SVL) and leg length (LL) of all lizard individuals used for 

running trials in Chapter 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 17. Sount-vent length (SVL), foot length (FL), and leg length (LL) of all lizard 

individuals used for running trials in Chapter 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 18. Average body mass of lizard species. 
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APPENDIX G 

LIZARD SPECIES USED IN THIS STUDY 

 

Figure 28. Lizard species used for running trials and simulations. (A) Crotaphytus 

collaris, or collared lizard represents our generalist. (B) Basiliscus vittatus, or basilisk 

lizard represents our fluid specialist. (C) Callisaurus draconoides, or zebra-tailed lizards 

represents our sand specialist. 
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